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ABSTRACT
Adding Liveness Detection to the Hand Geometry
Scanner
Musat C. Crihalmeanu
In today’s dynamic society, the efficiency of the Biometric Systems
has an increasing tendency to replace the classic but obsolete keys and
passwords. Hand Geometry Readers are popular biometrics used for Access
and Control applications. One of their weaknesses is vulnerability to
spoofing using fake hands (latex, play-doh or dead-hands).
The objective of this Thesis is to design a feature to be added to the
Hand Geometry Scanner in order to detect vitality in the hand, reducing
spoofing possibilities.
This thesis demonstrates how the Hand Reader was successfully
spoofed and shows the implementation of the live detection feature through
an inexpensive but efficient electronic design.
The method used for detection is Photo-Plethysmography. The
Reflectance Sensor built is of original conception. After amplifying, filtering
and processing the sensor’s signal, a message is displayed onto an LCD,
concerning the liveness of the hand and the pulse rate.
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Objective

The Hand Geometry Scanner ” Hand-Key II” (Recognition Systems) is an
accurate device used for identification purposes; one of many Access and Control or
Time and Attendance devices. One of the issues facing hand geometry scanning
biometric systems is that they can be fooled by spoof devices (false hands - latex, playdo, etc.) or dead hands.
The objective of this project is to design a feature to be added to the Hand
Geometry Scanner, in order to determine the vitality of the hand, reducing the possibility
of spoofing.

1.2

Overview

This project was developed during a research done under the guidance of Dr.
Mark Jerabek (LDCS&EE – West Virginia University) and was sponsored in part by
DoD, the Department of Defense. The goal was to build an anti spoofing system, as
inexpensive as possible (small power consumption, small volume and cheap components)
to be added to the existing biometric device HK2, made by Recognition Systems, in order
to increase the security of the system.
Key Words used in this thesis and their explanation: Biometrics, Spoofing devices,
Plethysmography, Photo-plethysmography, Pulse Oximetry.
Biometrics: (eng. approach) Reduce the problem of confirming a person’s identity to the
problem of authentication of a concrete entity related to a person. (Dr. L. A. Hornak “Biometric Systems, 5 Day Course”)
Spoofing Devices: Devices build with the intention to fool a biometric system
Plethysmograph: An instrument that measures variations in the size of an organ or body
part, due to respiration or blood circulation.
Photo plethysmograph: A Plethysmograph using photo transducers.
Pulse Oximetry: A measure of oxygen saturation in arterial blood.

1.2.1

Some methods used for live detection

To the best of our knowledge these are some liveness detection methods
applicable to the human hand:
1.
Plethysmography – through: optical sensors, piezo-electrical sensors (or other
pressure sensors), microwave Doppler radar (for circulatory and respiratory
movements).
2.
Spectrometry - measuring the absorbance of specific wavelengths of light (used in
Pulse Oximetry).
3.
Temperature - measuring the heat emitted by a specific part of the body. The
efficiency of this method is reduced because a fake hand can be reheated to the
level of human body temperature very easily.

1

4.
5.
6.

1.2.2

Skin Resistivity - maps the resistivity of a number of points from the palm. One of
the drawbacks of using this method is that the skin surface resistivity of the hand is
constantly changing due to the direct physical contact with human activities.
RF (radio-frequency) bio-effects – emitting and receiving RF signals to and from
an object or body, offers information about liveness in that object or body.
Adjusting the exposure level at non-harmful values can create difficulties.
Perspiration – using the characteristic of the living skin to have more or less
moisture on it (used for finger vitality for fingerprint scanner anti-spoof).

Photo-Plethysmography

The method chosen for life detection in this thesis is Photo-plethysmography,
getting a pulse measurement using Optical sensors (Photo Emitters and Photo Detectors).
The amount of light reflected from the finger bone and received by the detector depends
on the limb volume, wavelength of the light beam and scattering properties of the tissue
in the light path (fig.1.1):

Fig.1.1 Detections through photo-plethysmography in a fingertip
The signal shape obtained from photo-plethysmography looks like in fig.1.2:

Fig.1.2 Plethysmographic signal
2

1.2.3
1.
2.
3.
4.

Block Diagram of the Liveness Detection System
The design consists mainly of four blocks:
The Sensor Block will be mounted into the platen of the HK2.
The Analog Block contains amplifiers and filters.
A Logic Block which plays the role of interfacing with the Decision Block.
The Decision Block, consisting of a very simple embedded system designed to
count, process pulses obtained from the hand and display a decision using an LCD:
Live detected, the subject is alive or Try Again, the subject is suspect and access
should be denied for that try.(see Fig. 1.3)

Fig.1.3 Block Diagram for the Liveness Detection System
For a better understanding of the new feature (Live detection) consider the following
flow chart:

Fig.1.4 Flow Chart showing how the new feature (Live Detection) can interact and work
together with the existing system
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1.3
1.3.1

Hand Geometry Scanners
Brief Analysis

Hand Geometry Reader authentication provides a reliable, fast and user-friendly
alternative to password inefficiency, which requires the user to remember and enter
cumbersome and often numerous code combinations.
35 years ago, Shearson Hamil Investment Bank on Wall Street used the first
Hand Geometry Reader. In recent years it has become a very popular access control
biometric. It is a “friendly” biometric, non-intrusive, with a high collectability, medium
universality, uniqueness and permanence, and small access time. According to
“Biometric Technology Today” (www.sib.co.uk): “ The Hand Geometry Reader has
captured almost half of the physical access control market” (!).
The hand scanner is based on the idea that some features related to the human
hand (length, width, thickness, height or straightness of the fingers and palm) are
relatively invariant and peculiar to each individual.
The “Hand key2”(HK2) is Recognition Systems’ fourth generation biometric,
Access and Control hand reader. The hand reader records the 3D shape of the hand using
infrared light imaging technique, builds and stores a 9 byte template from the main
features of the hand, finally being able to unlock a door or communicate with a host
computer (for details see [2]).

Fig.1.5 HK2-hand geometry scanner (photos from: www.handreader.com)
Recognition Systems Inc. (www.recogsys.com ), a division of Ingersoll-Rand
(ranked 205 in Fortune 500), is the world wide leader in Biometric Access Control, Time
and Attendance and Personal Authentication Products. The company was founded in
1986 and has pioneered the commercialization of biometrics using its patented hand
geometry technology, that identifies people by the size and shape of their hand.
From the point of view of Acceptability, Dick Zunkel (Recogn. Systems) says:
“Among biometric systems, Sandia Laboratories reported that Hand Geometry
Scanners have the highest user acceptance of all devices tested. …”
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1.4

Motivation of the actual Project

There is no perfect biometric system. Each system has its advantages and
disadvantages. The user of a biometric system can use various criteria of selection, such
as performance, acceptability, resistance to circumvention, FAR (false acceptance ratio) /
FRR (false rejection ratio), etc., trying to match it as closely as possible to meet the needs
of his specific application. Usually, for medium secure applications, medium criteria will
satisfy; but when security becomes an issue (banks, power plants, military facilities and
others) only a high level of those criteria will be satisfactory
The weak point of the hand reader is the Resistance to Circumvention that is
considered only medium. The hand readers don’t sense the life of the hand, they
build a mathematical template just using the geometrical features of the palm and
fingers. A plastic (latex) hand, accurately cast can easily spoof these devices. Also a
dead hand can spoof it as well.
This is a problem when considering access to high security areas.
Adding liveness to the hand geometry technology, will ensure a higher Resistance
to Circumvention feature, thus increasing the performance of the hand geometry
scanners. Doing this without compromising the desirable features of the hand scanner is
the goal of the work of this Thesis.

1.5
1.5.1

Strategies applied to achieve the objective
First Step – spoof the device

As mentioned before, no biometric is perfect, but finding exactly where are its
weak points or features and trying to eliminate those weaknesses by adding new features,
is not easy to achieve. In the case of the Hand Reader, research has been done to find the
appropriate material and technology to be used for the cast of the hand and for the mold
of the hand. Finally the most inexpensive combination (cast and mold) will be picked for
demonstrating the weakness (gaining false access, e.g.).

1.5.2

Second Step – new feature to compensate the weakness

a) A sensor to detect life in the hand has to be designed. Research has to reveal the
most modern methods in use for life detection. New ideas have to be taken in
account for the success of this project.
b) An analog block will amplify the signal obtained at the output of the sensor, in
order to bring its magnitude to a level suitable for signal processing. The gain of
the amplifiers will be carefully calculated. Filters have to be designed to purify
the useful signal from the inherent noise.
c) An algorithm to process the analog signal then has to be designed.
d) A Decision Block will further analyze the results of processing, and the final
decision upon liveness will be displayed: “Live Detected!” or “Try Again!”
accordingly.
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1.5.3

Final Step

The objective of this work is to add liveness detection without compromising the
performances of the HK2 hand geometry scanner. No infrared interference has to be
made from above or from the side of the hand placed on the platen. This would interfere
with the infrared imaging optics of the scanner, drastically affecting the accuracy of the
geometrical template built by the system. Since the reflectance sensor built to detect
liveness lies under the palm, completely shadowed by the hand, and the emitting power
of the emitter is just 10mW, linearly decreasing with the distance (the CCD (charge
coupled device) camera is >120mm from the platen), the interference is considered
negligible.
Another feature that has to be controlled in order not to affect the acceptability
criteria of a biometric is the time that the hand is required to be kept on the platen. This
time interval has to be the same or less then the HK2 time interval needed for template
generation and comparison, that is, approximately 3 seconds (on average).
Movement artifacts of the palm or fingers can deteriorate, both, the template
generation and liveness detection feature. The platen contains five pins to be squeezed
during template generation. If the user moves the palm or the fingers during the template
generation, this user will be rejected. Based on this, less care should be taken regarding
the movement artifacts that might compromise the live detection feature.
The final step is implementing the new feature to work together with the existing
device and give statistical proof of achieving the goal initially stated: to compensate for
the weak resistance to circumvention.
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Chapter 2 PULSE OXIMETRY
The goal of this chapter is to show in detail the relationship between pulse
oximetry and plethysmography, the advantages and drawbacks of the pulse oximetry
liveness detection method. This chapter purpose is to reduce the confusion around pulse
oximetry and plethysmography related terms.

2.1

Introduction to pulse oximetry

Pulse oximetry is a simple, non-invasive method of monitoring the oxygen
saturation of arterial capillary blood. The sensing method applied by Pulse Oximetry is
Spectrometry, theoretically based on the Lambert-Beer Law and on the fact that
Oxihemoglobin and Dioxihemoglobin absorb differently at specific wavelengths of light.
Pulse Oximetry is now widely used in a number of health care settings and is
often referred to as the “fifth vital sign”.
The pulse oximeter is a convenient, cost-effective way to monitor the patient
oxygenation status and determine changes before they are clinically apparent.

2.2

Short History of Pulse Oximetry
(adapted from: [11] and [22], Chapter III.)

In 1875, a German physiologist name Karl von Vierofdt demonstrated that the
oxygen in his hand was consumed when a tourniquet was applied. (“A Tourniquet is a
device (as a bandage twisted tight with a stick) to check bleeding or blood flow “–[21]).
This was done utilizing transmitted light waves, but the development of the pulse
oximeter was still long way off. In 1936 Karl Matthes developed the first ear saturation
meter that used two wavelengths of light. This compensated for the variations in tissue
absorbtion. This idea was improved in 1940, when Glen Millikin developed a lightweight
oximeter to help the military solve their aviation hypoxia problem.
“The modern pulse oximetry was developed by Takuo Aoyagi, (Nihon Koden) in
Tokyo, while developing a non-invasive cardiac output measurement, using dye dilution
and an ear densitometer. He noticed a correlation in the difference between the
unabsorbed infrared and red light, and the oxygen saturation. This led to the clinical
application of the pulse oximeter….” ([22], Ch.III.)
In the late 70s Hewlett Packard engineers designed some pulse oximeters, but it
was not until the1980’s (discussions) that Nellcor and Biox produced the first
commercially available pulse oximeters, that were reliable, robust and affordable.
“In 1988 the use of the pulse oximeter during anesthesia and recovery became
mandatory in Australia. Since then, its use has become mandated in many areas, from
pre-hospital treatment to intensive care units…” ([22], Ch.III).
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2.3

What is Hemoglobin?

The hemoglobin molecule consists of 10,000 atoms, four of which are iron atoms
that attract and hold oxygen. Each red blood cell contains about 250 million hemoglobin
molecules. There are approximately 5,000 cc’s of blood in the average individual and
each cc contains five billion red blood cells. When oxygen is bound to the hemoglobin, it
is called “oxyhemoglobin”. ([22],Ch.VI)
Oxygen is a clear odorless gas that accounts for 21% of the gases around us. It is
essential for the process our body uses to produce energy needed for metabolism. Too
much (hyperoxia) or insufficient oxygen (hypoxia) can cause illness or even death.
Therefore it is necessary to be able to measure the amount of oxygen in the blood. In the
past, the only method of measuring oxygen saturation was via an ABG (arterial blood
gas). This method was hard to apply, first because it was done through an invasive
process.

2.4

The principle of pulse oximetry

Pulse Oximetry is a standard of care for monitoring arterial oxygen saturation
during sedation. Maintaining an arterial oxygen saturation above 90% assures a PO2 of 60
mmHg or greater, will prevent hypoxemia (the lack of arterial oxygen saturation),
enabling an early detection of life-threatening events. An oxygen saturation under 85%
(55 mmHg) can be the signal of a light Cyanosis. At 75% to 80% - moderate Cyanosis
and at 70% -definte Cyanosis (at 40mmHg). Cyanosis is a very late sign, meaning severe
hypoxemia.[11],[12],[22]. The pulse oximeter utilizes 2 LEDs that emit light: one with a
wavelength in the red band (660nm) and another in the infrared band (910nm).

Fig.2.1 Light absorbance at two wavelengths: 660nm and 910nm.(from[12])
The photodetector, which should be positioned precisely opposite the emitter
diodes (tramsnission method), measures the differences in light absorbance at the 2
wavelengths for oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin. (See Fig.2.1) Using spectrophotometry, this ratio is measured and then a computer calculates the functional
saturation of hemoglobin:
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Fuctional sat. of hemoglobin = [oxyhemogl./(oxyhemogl.+reduced Hb)] x 100
Pulse oximetry based monitors utilize a plethysmographic waveform to
differentiate pulsatile arterial hemoglobin saturation from venous blood. (See Fig.2.2)
The absence of a pulsatile waveform (as in hypothermia or hypoperfusion)
interferes with the oxymeter’s function. If plethysmography is not able to track the
arterial pulse, the oxymeter does not correlate with the HR (Heart Rate) on the ECG, so
the accuracy of oxygen saturation may be low.

Fig.2.2 Variable light absorption due to pulsatile volume of arterial blood.(from[12])
The red and IR LEDs shine their light through a reasonably translucent site with a
good blood flow. Typical sites: finger, toe, and lobe of the ear. The photo-detector stays
at the opposite side, receiving the amount of radiation that passes through.
Basically one can use two methods for sensing pulse oximetry: Transmission and
Reflectance.
Transmission method applies when the emitter and detector are on opposite sides
of the measuring site. (See Fig.2.3)

Fig.2.3 Transmission pulse oximetry (from [12])
The transmission method is most frequently used, and because it is more intuitive, the
following explanation is given for it. The Red and IR radiation that passes through the
measuring site arrives and is detected by the photo sensor. After being amplified and
processed the ratio Red/IR is calculated and compared to a “look-up” table that converts
the ratio to a PO2 value. Most manufacturers have their own look-up tables [12]
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.
Fig.2.4 Relationship between Arterial Pressure of Oxygen and Arterial Oxygen
Saturation. ([20], [22] – Ch.VII)
The relationship between the arterial pressure of oxygen and the oxygen
saturation is described by the hemoglobin-oxygen dissociation curve (see fig.2.4). The
sigmoid shape of this curve facilitates unloading of oxygen in the peripheral tissues
where the PaO2 is low and oxygen is required for respiration. [20]
From a practical point of view, a pulse oximeter consists of:
Peripheral probe (containing the photo emitters and detectors)
DSP unit (which processes the signals obtained from the sensors)
Display unit, showing a waveform, the oxygen saturation and the pulse rate.
An audible pulse tone, the pitch of which is proportional to the oxygen saturation,
useful when one cannot see the display (for instance the surgeon)
The DSP should be able to select out the absorbance of the pulsatile fraction of
blood (due to arterial blood), from the constant absorbance (due to venous blood or
capillary blood) and other tissue pigments.
Moving (AC) and non-moving (DC) absorbance ratio calculation:
AC650 / DC650
R = -----------------AC900 / DC900
where AC650 is pulsatile absorbance value for visible red (650nm);
AC900 – is similarly for infrared (IR);
DC900 – is continuous (non pulsatile) absorbance value for infrared (IR) 900nm.
DC650 – is similarly for visible red.
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Advantages and details of this principle:
For the purpose of minimizing the background noise, EMI (electromagnetic
interference) and artifacts of different causes, the measurement can become sophisticated,
and also more expensive. From [20], Introduction to “Practical Applications of Pulse
Oximetry”, www.nda.ox.ac.uk/wfsa/html/u11/u1104_01.htm: “…Time division
multiplexing, whereby the LED’s are cycled: red on, then infrared on, then both off,
many times per second, helps to eliminate the background noise. Quadrature division
multiplexing is a further advance, in which the red and infrared signals are separated in
phase rather then in time and recombined in phase later. In this way, an artifact due to
motion or EMI, may be considerably reduced, since it will not be in the same phase of the
two LED signals, once they are recombined. The saturation values are averaged out, over
5 to 20 seconds. The pulse rate is also calculated from the number of LED cycles
between successive pulsatile signals and averaged out over a similar variable period of
time, depending on the type of sensors. From the amount of light absorbed at each
frequency, the DSP calculates the ratio….” The DSP is a Digital Signal Processor, a
computing device dealing with the processing algorithms and calculations. A correlation
of the result has to be done (fig.2.4). Within the pulse-oximeter memory, a series of
oxygen saturation values are previously stored. Those values were obtained from
experiments performed in which, human volunteers were given increasingly hypoxic
mixtures of gases to breathe. The DSP compares the ratio of absorption at the two light
wavelengths measured with these stored values, and then displays the oxygen saturation,
digitally, as a percentage, and audibly (phonic) as a tone with varying pitch.
In the transmission mode, the percentage of the PPG (photo-plethysmogram)
which is pulsatile can be seen to be about 5% in the NIR (near infrared), which is about
an order of magnitude bigger than in reflectance mode.([5], Results, p.7/2).
Reflectance method applies when the emitter and detector are situated on the
same side of the measuring site. (Refer to Fig.1.1)

2.5

Limitations of the pulse oximetry method

There are factors, agents, or situations that may affect readings, limit precision, or
limit the performance or application of pulse oximetry. Among those [20],[22]:
Motion artifacts
Abnormal hemoglobins (primarily carboxyhemoglobin [COHb] and methemoglobin [metHb])
Intravascular dyes.
Exposure of measuring probe (sensors) to ambient light during measurement.
Low perfusion states.
Nail polish or nail coverings with finger probe.
Inability to quantitate the degree of hyperoxemia present.
Inappropriate placement of the probe.
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2.6

Conclusions

After comparing Photo-Plethysmography and Opto-Spectroscopy (the sensing
method of Pulse Oximetry) the decision was made in favor of Photo-Plethysmography,
because of its simplicity and efficiency for the given conditions of this thesis (just live
detection, without any concern on the user’s health.)
A comparison was previously made between photo-plethysmography and some
other known liveness detection methods, such as perspiration, temperature, skin
resistivity, Doppler effect (sensing heart and respiratory movements with a microwave
Doppler radar), RF (radio-frequency) bio-effects, etc.

2.7

Pulse Oximetry examples

One of the best examples of a pulse oximetry prototype reflectance sensor is
found in [10], “Esophageal Pulse Oximetry Utilizing Reflectance PhotoPlethysmography”.
Another interesting example of pulse oximetry sensor to mention, combining the
use of multiple emitters and multi-path detection, is the PRO2 sensor from Imagyn:
www.imagyn.com/criticalcare/pulse_reflectance_oximetry_pg1.htm (the web site of
Imagyn Medical Technologies from Haifa, Israel).
In contrast, the following example shows the use of one emitter (laser diode) and
multi detectors, [4] “Sensor design of a new type reflectance pulse oximetry”.
As for pulse oximeter monitors, in the first place are those manufactured by
well-known companies, as Nellcor, Massimo, Biox, HP, Siemens, SurgiVet (for
veterinarian purposes) and others.
A very simple, yet performing design has been done by Viktor Kremin, in Circuit
Cellar #155 (June 2003). He uses the pulse oximetry principle and a DSP made out with
the help of a PSoC (Programmable System on-Chip device) from Cypress MicroSystems
(CY26443) to build a “Remote Health Monitoring System” that received the first prize in
the “Design Challenge – Cypress MicroSystems Contest”, in 2002.
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Chapter 3 PHOTO-SENSORS
3.1

Infrared Radiation (IR)

Electromagnetic (EM) spectrum.
The Infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum is generally defined as those
wavelengths lying between the visible and microwave regions, the wavelengths between
7.5 x 10-4 mm and approximately 1 mm. Its importance arises from the fact that every
material object emits, absorbs, transmits, and reflects infrared radiation in a
characteristic manner.
Listed below are the approximate wavelength, frequency, and energy limits
of the various regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Wavelength (m)

Frequency (Hz)

Energy (J)

Radio

> 1 x 10-1

< 3 x 109

< 2 x 10-24

Microwave

1 x 10-3 - 1 x 10-1

3 x 109 - 3 x 1011

2 x 10-24- 2 x 10-22

Infrared

7 x 10-7 - 1 x 10-3

3 x 1011 - 4 x 1014

2 x 10-22 - 3 x 10-19

Visual

4 x 10-7 - 7 x 10-7

4 x 1014 - 7.5 x 1014

3 x 10-19 - 5 x 10-19

UV

1 x 10-8 - 4 x 10-7

7.5 x 1014 - 3 x 1016

5 x 10-19 - 2 x 10-17

X-ray

1 x 10-11 - 1 x 10-8

3 x 1016 - 3 x 1019

2 x 10-17 - 2 x 10-14

< 1 x 10-11

> 3 x 1019

> 2 x 10-14

Gamma-ray

Fig.3.1 The electromagnetic spectrum – main regions (source [31])
The electromagnetic spectrum (EM) brings together all known types of
radiation. IR Definition: IR is the portion of the EM spectrum lying between the visible
and the microwave regions.

3.2

Introduction to photo detection

Photo detectors are semiconductor devices that convert incident light into an
electric current. Essentially they may be broken into two categories:
1.
Quantum detectors.
2.
Thermal detectors.
Quantum detectors – convert the incoming radiation directly into charge
carriers, in a semiconductor device, and process the resulting current with electronic
circuitry. (photovoltaic cells, photo-diodes and phototransistors).
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Thermal detectors – absorb the radiant energy and operate by measuring the
change in temperature with a thermometer. (thermistors, photo-resistors).(Not suitable for
the applications needing high efficiency and fast response time).
The present design uses photo-PIN diodes, since they offer the best performance
for detection of optical radiation, for the purposes of this thesis. The next paragraph gives
reasons for choosing the photo PIN diode as photo-detector.

3.3

Photodiodes, sensors with photodiodes

Photodiodes are widely used for light intensity measurement, as well as light
detection. Advantages over the thermal sensors (e.g. photo resistors):
- higher sensitivity
- faster response time
- smaller size
- better stability
- excellent linearity
The types of photodiodes are: p-n photodiode, PIN photodiode, Avalanche
photodiode and Shottky photodiode.
The normal PN junction having a window that permits the photon’s beam to hit it.
In an ordinary pn junction the depletion layer is around a micron thick. As a result
not much light is absorbed.
The PIN diode. (PIN = p, insulator, n.) The PIN diode idea is enhancing the
junction surface (that is the surface where the energy transfer between photons and
electrons takes place) the quantum efficiency is improved. (Number of electrons
generated over total light incident).
Avalanche diodes (APD) use the effect of electron multiplication by avalanche in
presence of a large reverse bias. (Sensitive but very noisy, we’ll not be using those for
our purpose).
When a metal is deposited on an n-type semiconductor, the resulting metal over
semiconductor junction behaves similar to that of a pn junction diode. Schottky
diodes are unipolar devices that are faster than bipolar. They are used in high frequency
applications.
A photodiode is simply a diode, reverse-biased. When a photon is absorbed, an
electron-hole pair is generated. From a circuit design stand point the photodiode’s
electrical behavior can be modeled with the small signal equivalent circuit model shown
in Fig.3.2:

Fig.3.2 Photodiode equivalent circuit
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Parts a and b are combined for photovoltaic mode, parts a and c are combined for
photoconductive mode of operation. ([31], page 434).
The generated charges are measured between the terminals directly (photovoltaic
mode of operation) or by reading the reverse bias current (photoconductive mode of
operation). In Figure 3.2 the current generator produces a current Is proportional to the
absorbed light. D1 is an ideal diode (a p-n junction with a forward current Id). The
internal impedance of the cell is modeled by the series and parallel terms, Rs (series
resistor), Rsh (shunt resistor, or parallel), Cd (internal capacitance of the junction). In the
photovoltaic mode the load resistor Rload is connected parallel to the output. In the
photoconductive mode a source of external bias voltage Vb is connected to the cell. The
current Is is proportional to the light irradiance falling on the cell (Io) and to the area of
the cell, A:
Is = (ηIoAqλ) / (hc); (3.3)
Where: η = quantum efficiency of the absorption (usually in the range of 0.6 to 0.9)
A = area of the cell
Io = incident irradiance [W/m2]
q = the electronic charge (1.69x10-19 [C])
h = Planck’s constant (6.626x10-34J/s)
c = speed of light
Note: The capacitance Cd should be taken into account if the cell is operated at a
relatively high optical modulation frequency. So for low frequencies it can be assumed
that Icd=0. (For more details, see [31], pages 434 to 441).
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 are showing basic detection / amplifier circuit
implementations for the photovoltaic and photoconductive modes of operation.

3.3.1

Photovoltaic mode

Fig.3.3 Connection of a photodiode in a photovoltaic mode
In the photovoltaic mode, the diode is attached to a virtual ground preamplifier as
shown in fig.3.3, and the arrival of photons cause the generation of a voltage that is
amplified by the op-amp. The primary feature of this approach is that there is no DC bias
across the diode aside from the thermally generated currents. This configuration does
suffer from slower response, because the charge generated must charge the capacitance of
the diode, causing a RC-delay.
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3.3.2

Photoconductive mode

Fig.3.4 Photoconductive operating mode
In the photoconductive mode, fig.3.4, the diode is biased, and the current flowing
across the diode is converted to a voltage (by a resistor) and amplified. The primary
advantage of this approach is that the applied bias, decreases the effective capacitance of
the diode (by widening the depletion region), and allows for faster response.
Unfortunately, the DC bias also causes some leakage current, so detection of very small
signals is compromised.

3.3.3

Conclusion

From the previous two modes of operation the photovoltaic mode is suitable for
the work of this project because, despite a slower response (that doesn’t affect in this
case), it allows the detection of smaller signals.

3.4

Other photo-detectors

-

photo-transistors
photo-Darlington
OPT 301
Among the phototransistors there are the bipolar phototransistor and the photoDarlington transistor. Here the photocurrent is multiplied by the Beta of the transistor,
providing gain. However, the high speed performances is degraded because of the
collector to base capacitance. The OPT 301 consists of a photo-diode and an Op Amp
embedded in the same chip.
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3.5 Comparison
photodetectors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

3.6

of

response

times

for

different

Photodiode: 10nS.
Bipolar phototransistor: 5uS.
Reflective photo sensors: 20uS. (e.g. CNB 1303 – Panasonic)
Photo-Darlington: 50uS.
OPT 301: 90uS. (This is a device from Burr-Brown, containing an operational
amplifier, which will be used further in the design).

Custom made sensors for special applications

There are, commercially available sensors built for a lot of purposes and
applications, but sometimes (as is this case) one needs to build a unique model of sensor,
targeted especially for a specific application.
This project needs a reflectance photo sensor to detect photo-plethysmography out of the
human palm. Among the reflectance sensors readily available, the following “Reflective
Object Sensors” or “Retro Sensors” were utilized during the research:
1.
OPB 607A (from OPTEK, non-focused, with photo-Darlington)
2.
QRB 1133 and QRD 1114 (from Fairchild, with phototransistors, non-focused)
3.
CNB 1303 (from Panasonic, a GaAs IR LED integrated with a high sensitivity
Silicon phototransistor in single resin package).
Those sensors didn’t give enough satisfaction when targeted for detecting
plethysmography out of the palm so building an original reflectance sensor was
considered the best strategy to satisfy all needed constraints for this given project.
Constraints:
1.
The sensor has to work through reflectance. It has to be placed under the palm,
somewhere on the platen of the hand geometry scanner, such that it will not
interfere with the IR beam coming from above (for geometry reading).
2.
The price of the whole unit should be very inexpensive, in order to be easily
embedded with the rest of the scanner. This is the reason the most common,
inexpensive photo detectors and Ics were chosen for this design.
3.
The volume for the liveness detector should be very small; it has to be hidden into
the original volume, such that no other modifications should be made to the
original design of the case.
Note1: At the level of prototyping the third constraint wouldn’t give much concern
because after everything works and gets the OK from the scanner supplier, a single chip
containing the whole circuit can be designed.
Note2: There are no reflectance sensors for plethysmography or pulse oximetry,
commercially available, unless you don’t buy the whole pulse oximetry monitor!
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3.7

Designing sensors

Time was spent during the research in both directions, spoofing the device and
detecting liveness in the palm. Spoof procedures will be covered later in the project.
For liveness a choice was made for optical quantum sensors. To see which one
would work best, several types of photo-sensors available were tested, several
wavelengths were used (NIR).

3.7.1

Sensitivity and Peak-wavelength

The sensitivity of the photo-detector is a function of wavelength, so to maximize
the power efficiency the emission wavelength of the optical source should be spectrally
matched to the photodiode. Silicon photodiodes that are used in low-cost applications (as
the one in this project) have their peak spectral efficiency in the near infrared region
(NIR). Fig.3.5 shows the normalized spectral sensitivity of a typical silicon photodiode
(data taken from Panasonic’s PNZ334 device) and shows how it is spectrally matched to
GaAs or Ga AlAs infrared emitting diodes (IRED) (e.g. LN77L – Panasonic, QED423 –
Fairchild Semicond.) There is a linear relationship between the photocurrent is and the
irradiance, Ee (a measure of the intensity of the incident light [W/m2]) – see the
expression (3.3) page 22.

Fig.3.5 Relative spectral sensitivity of PNZ334 silicon photodiode and the peak
wavelength emissions of several types of LEDs.
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(adapted from the data sheet, see appendix A.A2)
The sensor physical implementation started by cutting in two pieces the opto interrupter
switch H22B1 from Fairchild Semiconductors.

Fig.3.6 Opto-Interrupter Switch from Fairchild Semiconductor, H22B1
The detector from fig.3.6 is a photo-Darlington. The Emitter is an IRED, with a peak
wavelength close to 900nm (NIR). (From the data sheet, www.digikey.com )
When a fingertip was interposed between the emitter and the detector, the response of the
circuit was a periodical voltage (see fig.3.7). The schematic used was:

Fig.3.7 Schematic for a Trans-impedance Amplifier with photo-Darlington and its
output signal response
The idea was to check how this kind of circuit works in DC, at 1KHz(5V sine wave), at
10 KHz, at 100KHz.
The conditions checked were:
in the presence of day light, fluorescent light.
in the absence of light.
with different kind of fingers: human, latex and play-doh.
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3.7.2

Results

1. The best detection took place in the absence of ambient light, a signal as in the
figure 3.7 was obtained (acquired as an Excel coma delimited spreadsheet file on a floppy
disk, from an oscilloscope Tektronics TDS 3052B and converted into image with the help
of Matlab 6.5 software (import, plot)):
2. In the presence of light, the signal was satisfactory, but corrupted by noise if
the external light was the fluorescent light. Applying the FFT transform, from the Math
Block of the scope, the moving cursor found that the highest noise harmonics interfering
with our signal were 60Hz, 120Hz, 180 Hz, and so on, coming out of the fluorescent
lamp. For the rest of the harmonics, responsible is EMI coming from the cables and
apparatus in the Laboratory.
3. If instead of the DC supply, for the IRED is supplied frequency (periodical,
sine wave signal) the following results occur:
at a range 100Hz to 1KHz, everything seem to work OK, a sine wave was received
at the detector side.
above 1KHz, the amplitude and shape of the sine wave, at the detector side,
degrades a lot. At 100KHz, the attenuation is huge.

3.8
3.8.1

Examples of transmission sensors.
Transmission Sensor 1

In the beginning of the research, transmission sensors were built, because
the transmission method is definitely more simple and intuitive, and not so prone to
artifacts, noise and scattering.

Fig.3.8 Technical drawing with the Transmission Sensor 1
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Fig.3.9 Photograph with the ABS plastic, Transmission Sensor 1, in center.

3.8.2

Transmission Sensor 2

The best results were obtained with the black plastic (two pieces of ABS plastic held
together with a screw) and with a “U” shaped piece of aluminum as shown in the center
of fig 3.10B

Fig.3.10 A Technical drawing for Transmission Sensor 2
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Fig.3.10 B Transmission sensor 2
The Transmission Sensor 2 is made of a thin (1.5mm) Aluminum plate band bent in a
“U” shape, such that the sensors will come one in front of the other, as in the picture.

3.9
3.9.1

Example of Reflectance Sensors
Single Pair Reflectance Sensor

Building reflectance sensors requires trial and error to fully understand their
characteristics. Then a technical drawing with materials and dimensions has to be
produced. A skilled technician has to use professional tools to cut, adjust, drill holes and
glue the parts according to the design.

Fig.3.11 Single Pair Reflectance Sensor
As one can notice in fig.3.11 and 3.12, the basic material used was black ABS, easy to
manipulate (cutting and drilling) opaque and non-reflective. As glue was used the hot
glue gun, epoxy patch, epoxy gel, super-glue and plastic adhesive. At all times
dimensions and alignments should be exact, otherwise the performance will degrade
drastically.
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Fig.3.12 Single pair reflectance sensor embedded in a wooden platen

3.9.2

Special Multi-emitter Sensor

During the research, a sensor containing 4 emitters surrounding a detector in the middle
was built. (See the technical drawing).

Fig.3.13 Multi-emitter Sensor (Reflectance Sensor 2)
Notice four emitters surrounding one detector in the middle
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Fig.3.14 Picture with Reflectance Sensor 2 (multiple emitters)
The emitters used for this sensor were: QED 423 from Fairchild Semiconductor.
(IE=20mW/sr at IF=100mA)
The results were not spectacular. The following problems occur:
In the one emitter-one detector approach, a 20mW infrared LED (IR ED) was
used. These LEDs are powerful but their power consumption is high, too. To
achieve the maximum radiant intensity IE (maximum IR light), that is 20mW,
according to the data sheet, the current consumption is 100mA. So, just one
emitter sinks 100mA, twice the current consumption of Analog, Logic and
Decisional Blocks, altogether! When building the sensor containing four emitters
of this kind, just the current consumed by the emitters will be around 0.5A, making
it of little value to build, no matter how high the signal strength will get.
The second drawback of the multi emitter sensor is the volume that is four times
greater than the one-to-one variant.

3.10 Sensor Optics
As stated in the future work part (Chapter 9), the Optics are very important in
order to enhance the photo-plethysmographic signal arriving at the input of the first
amplifier stage. More magnitude of the signal, better signal to noise ratio, thus less effort
to process and extract the R-R interval.

Fig.3.15 PCX (plano-convex) lens (from [14])
To be able to collimate, the case of infinite to finite conjugates was assumed
(see fig.3.15). PCX (plano-convex) lenses were used to collimate the emitter and the
detector beams. A coating (acting like a filter) may be added on both sides of the lenses.
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The lenses used for this project are made of CaF2 (Calcium Fluoride).
CaF2 can be used in the UV through IR, due to its high transmission from 250nm to 7um.
Those lenses can be used without an antireflective coating, because of their low refractive
index. The wizard proposed by the Edmund Optics Catalog [14] for a non-imaging
system to collimate light was used to find the appropriate lens and coating.
The lenses ordered have the following specifications (part of the specs)[14]:
Diameter
6mm
9mm

Effective FL Glass Type
6mm
SF11
9mm
SF11

Stock number
F45-077
F45-081

Price
$18.00
$18.10

The recommended coating:
AR, code 146, range: NIRII – from 700 to 1550nm. Material used: LaKN22.

Fig.3.16 The figure explains how the coating may be chosen, and what is the expected
range of wavelengths transmitted and stopped.(from [14])
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Chapter 4 PREAMPLIFIERS FOR OPTICAL SENSORS
4.1

Introduction on preamplifiers.

At the sensor interface, preamplifiers are used to buffer and gain the sensor
output. Typically, the preamplifier converts the received photocurrent into a voltage
signal. The preamplifier plays a crucial role in determining many aspects of the overall
performance of the whole circuit including speed, sensitivity and dynamic range. Optical
preamplifiers are based on either a termination resistor or a trans-impedance amplifier. In
the first approach, the choice of the load resistance affects both the frequency response
and the noise performance of the preamplifier. The second approach (trans-impedance
amplifier) was used for this project because it avoids the lack of sensitivity, low noise
performances and dynamic range problems associated with the termination resistor
approach.
Fig.4.1 shows the basic configuration and gain expression for the trans-impedance
amplifier.

Fig.4.1 Trans-impedance Amplifier (Current Controlled Voltage Source)
In the trans-impedance approach the resistor can be made large because the negative
feedback reduces the effective resistance seen by the photodiode by a factor of 1+Gain,
where Gain is the open loop voltage gain of the amplifier. As a result the bandwidth can
be matched to that of the signal, eliminating the need of equalization. In addition, the
thermal noise contribution of the feedback resistor is minimized.
The closed-loop trans-impedance gain is defined as the ratio:
Vout / iin = - [Gain / (1 + Gain)] R1 =~ - R1;
Where: Vout and iin are respectively the output voltage and the input current
Gain is the open loop voltage gain of the amplifier.
R1 = the feedback resistor (see figure 4.1)
The point of this calculus is that for large open loop gains, the trans-impedance gain is
simply the feedback resistance with a minus sign, due to the fact that the inverting input
of the op amp was used.
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4.2
4.2.1

Circuits used as Amplifiers for sensors
For the normal photodiode and PIN photodiodes

The circuit used is showed in fig.4.2:

Fig.4.2 Op Amp circuit used for PIN photo diodes
The Emitter IRED, D3, is biased for its maximum current that will provide the maximum
IR optical power output. D3 is a GaAlAs IRLED, high power and high efficiency, from
Panasonic. D1 is a PIN photodiode, PNZ 334, from Panasonic. (see Appendix A for its
data sheet) They have both a peak wavelength of 860nm (NIR). U2, A and B is the IC
TL072, a dual Op Amp, with JFET inputs build for very low noise. Due to JFET inputs,
the input impedances of both amplifiers are very high, enhancing the capture of weak
signals. (signals having a bad signal to noise ratio). U2A section amplifies the cathode
current, U2B section amplifies the anode current, both are connected as trans impedance
(or trans resistance amplifiers) with a gain (in ohms) of 1000 given by RF (1M).
Explanation:

Fig.4.3 Transimpedance Amplifier
IF=Iin ; (because of the virtual ground) (1)
Vo= -IF * RF; (Ohm law) (2)
From (1) and (2) => rm=Vo/Iin=RF; (Q.E.D.)
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The transimpedance amplifier stage and the voltage amplifier stage are coupled through a
100nF capacitor, which leaves the frequency practically unaltered but stops the DC
component from propagating to the next stage.
As for the second stage, the voltage amplifier, a precision instrumentation amplifier was
used, for accurate low noise, differential signal acquisition, INA126, from Burr-Brown.
As the fig.4.4 shows, the gain of this instrumentation amplifier is given by the
data sheet: G= 5 + 80K / RG; where G is the gain, RG is the resistance between the pins
1 and 8 of the IC. With a RG = 470 as in the circuit, a gain of 175 results. This gain will
be enough to bring the “ECG like” pulsatile signal, from tens of milivolts to volts.
The calculation of the output voltage magnitude of the analog block starts
assuming Is (the current generated by the photodiode, proportional with absorbed light,
figure3.3, and (3.3) formula, page 17), for the maximum optical power of the Infrared
Emitting LED is Is=10µA. With a feedback resistor of 1M, the trans-impedance amplifier
will output a voltage in the range of 10µAx 1M = 10mV; at the output of the
instrumentation amplifier (the voltage amplifier) the magnitude of the signal will be in
the range of volts:
10mVx175 = 1.75V;
Magnitudes in the range of volts are needed to be able to further prepare the
shape of this signal in order to be finally processed by the Decision Block.

Fig.4.4 Second stage (Voltage Amplifier) with INA 126
(Figure copied from the Data Sheet, www.digikey.com )
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For the phototransistor the circuit used was as in fig.4.5:

Fig.4.5 Trans-impedance Amplifier for phototransistors
This circuit again is a trans impedance amplifier, with a smaller gain, this time,
because the transistor already has Beta (close to 100) as a factor multiplying Iin.
Surprisingly, the classic LM 741 will do a perfect job, being internally compensated and
having a reduced frequency bandwidth (acting like a filter for the high frequencies
produced by noisy environment). As phototransistors, PNA 1401L, a silicon NPN from
Panasonic was used, and PNZ 108, also silicon NPN from Panasonic, but having signal
mixing capability through a base pin. (See the Data Sheet at www.digikey.com )

4.3 Conclusions
The design challenges of optical preamplifiers and small signal amplifiers have been in
optimizing the trade-offs between sensitivity, speed and trans-impedance gain.
The trans-impedance configuration was successfully used as an interface-buffer with the
optical sensors. From an input of around ten microamperes, the voltage at the output of
the trans-impedance amplifier was in the range of tens of volts. As a trans-impedance
amplifier, the IC TL071 was used. A voltage amplifier with a gain of 175 was needed to
bring the magnitude of the signal in the volts range. The voltage amplifier was
implemented through an instrumentation op amp, the INA126 from Burr-Brown.
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Chapter 5 FILTERING UNWANTED FREQUENCIES
Photo-Sensors and amplifiers are prone to external or internal noise.
External noise is due to ambient light and EMI (electro-magnetic interferences). Internal
noise is due to the noise introduced by the devices used or by the misuse of the devices.

5.1

Introduction

In the given design the sensor operates in a noisy environment. The signal at the
output of the Analog Block has to be cleaned from external or internal parasitic
frequencies. A perfect cleaning cannot be achieved with simple circuits, but filtering the
unwanted frequencies with electronic filters can drastically reduce the effect of most
parasitic frequencies. Because in this project an ECG like response is expected (see
fig.1.1) at the output of the Analog Block, frequencies higher than 10Hz can be rejected
with a help of a Low Pass Filter, without interfering with the key frequencies that form
the useful part of the signal.
The strategy used to reduce unwanted frequencies has three main branches:
Ambient light rejection
EMI rejection
Reducing internal noise by using low noise devices in the optical preamplifier,
voltage amplifier and filter.
Ambient light affects by generating additional shot noise at the photodiode and by
superimposing an additional light signal on top of the desired signal. Additional noise
shot reduces the sensitivity of the detector but is hard to be removed since it is a white
spectrum added to the desired signal. The ambient light signal can be electrically filtered
if it is constant or varying at a much higher (lower) frequency than the desired signal.
Incandescent and fluorescent lamps are the two most common artificial light sources.
Incandescent lamps radiate a good part of their spectrum in the infrared and are supplied
with power directly from the line voltage. Their intensity is modulated with the power
line frequency (60Hz) and its higher harmonics. Fluorescent lamps driven by passive
ballasts will add 60Hz and higher harmonics, also. Fluorescent lamps driven by electronic
ballasts will emit relatively low levels of infrared, but they will produce periodic light
fluctuations with harmonic components up to 1MHz. [Narasimhan, 1996]. Those
harmonics are too high to interfere with our ECG-like signal.
The EMI is present because of electromagnetic parasitic fields, due mainly to the
electromagnetic field of the wires coming to or from the line voltage supply and
apparatus containing switching power supplies. The switching frequency harmonics
cannot be completely rejected by classic filters; this is the reason for their existence.
The lowest parasitic frequency considered important for this project is 30Hz. So
the decision is to apply a low pass filter having 10Hz as the corner frequency, and a flat
pass band.
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5.2

Low Pass filters

A low pass filter, as shown in figure 5.1, passes low frequency signals, and rejects signals
at frequencies above the filter’s cutoff frequency. (The cutoff frequency or “corner
frequency” is the frequency value from where the magnitude of the signal suffers more
than 3dB attenuation)

Fig.5.1 Low-Pass Filter Responses, according with the approximation used: a) Ideal, b)
Butterworth, c) Bessel, e) Chebysev, f) Elliptic; (from[24])
Butterworth approximation is used in this project filter implementation. It is called also
the “maximally flat response”, because it exhibits a nearly flat pass-band response with a
roll-off of 20dB/decade for every pole. It was considered that Butterworth approximation,
due to its response, will interfere less than other approximations with the shape of the
amplified photo sensor signal (See fig.5.1.b)).

5.3

The Main Characteristics of a Second Order Filter

In electronic design the second order filter is the basic cell. (second order comes from the
order of the equation describing the denominator of the transfer function) For simplicity,
the general approach to build higher order filters is to cascade 2nd order filters).
To be able to design a filter one needs to know the filter’s main characteristics:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Filter Type (low pass, high pass, etc.)
The Center Frequency (3 dB attenuation)
The Filter Q. (the quality factor of the filter – will determine the relative shape of
the amplitude response.
The pass-band gain (filters can be built with any gain, sometimes unity gain is
considered for simplicity).

Note: Usually, because of the level of calculations, computers are used for filter design
problems.
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5.4

Switched-capacitor filter (SCF)

(For the principle of operation of the SCF see Appendix A.B1)
Overcomes some of the problems inherent in active filters, adding some new capabilities.
Advantages:
- Don’t need external capacitors or inductors (some of them don’t even need resistors,
such as the one used for this project application, Max291 low pass filter)
- Allows consistent, repeatable design using inexpensive crystal-controlled oscillators.
Disadvantage: are sensitive to temperature changes.

5.5

Conclusion

Each type of filter has advantages and disadvantages. For the Low Pass Filter to be used
in this project, the Butterworth approximation was chosen due to its flat pass band
curve. As a practical approach, the switched capacitor (SCF) is generally much easier to
design comparing with active filters and definitely more efficient than the passive filters.
In conclusion, a Low Pass Filter, with Butterworth approximation, was implemented
through the SCF approach.

5.6

Choosing the filter for the actual application

(The IC Max 291 – Butterworth, Low Pass, 8th order, SCF filter)

The simplicity of the Max291 solution versus other SCF filters, like LMF100
(National) is obvious. For the Maxim’s approach there is no need for external
components at all. There is just the external clock, setting the corner frequency, as can be
seen in fig.5.2, 5.3. (In contrast, for example, in the National Semiconductor LMF 100
approach, for a 4th order Butterworth, 5 external resistors are needed).
See the MAX291 data sheet and web site at www.maxim-ic.com for ordering info
from Dallas Semiconductor (MAXIM).

Fig.5.2 Low Pass 8th order SCF, dual power supply filter.
(From the data sheet, www.maxim-ic.com )
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The clock signal, for simplicity, can be provided either from a classic timer, as an LM
555, or even simpler, from a programmable timer, using a PIC 12F629 (maybe the
smallest MCU (micro controller), 8 pin DIP, from Microchip Technology).
As fig.5.3 and 5.4 show, this solution also is based on simplicity and efficiency. With a
quartz crystal or a resonator, very accurate oscillators can be built using the specified
PIC. The best that can be achieved with a RC oscillator, with a Wien bridge or an
LM555, is 0.1%. An LC oscillator will do approximately 0.01% (ten times better). But
with a well-designed crystal oscillator, a few ppm (parts-per-million) accuracy can be
reached ([24]). It requires an external resistor for the MCLR pin (master clear / reset), if
one needs to stop or start the clock at specific times. Otherwise, the 4th pin of the PIC can
be wired to VDD (+5V). The program code in C (for the PIC12F629 – as 1KHz
oscillator) very simple and intuitive, can be seen in Appendix A.C1.

Fig.5.3 The 1KHz clock generator for the SCF build with Max 291

Fig.5.4 The Low Pass Filter together with its external components
The fig.5.4 shows a detail from the whole electronic schematic containing the SCF and its
external components: the PIC MCU as the 1KHz oscillator and a 4MHz crystal.
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Chapter 6 SIGNAL PROCESSING
6.1

ECG-like signal, blood pressure

The signal coming out of the reflective optical sensor after being amplified and
filtered looks like an ECG signal. To understand better how to process an ECG-like
signal, some anatomical features of the heart have to be considered.
The acronym “ECG” stands for electrocardiogram, which represents the
electrical activity of the heart muscle cells and it is the signal obtained at the skin surface
of the human body.
At the surface of the skin, ECG is created when depolarization (activation) and
the following re-polarization spread in the whole heart muscle.(for more details see [32])
The signal registered at the skin surface originates from many simultaneously
propagating activation fronts, at different locations, which affects the size of the total
component.

Fig.6.1 Standard ECG
(adapted from [32, page2]). P-wave is generated by atria, QRS is Ventricle depolarization
and T-wave is ventricle repolarization)

6.1.1

Heart Mechanism

The activation of the heart has to be synchronized somehow. The sino-atrial
node is formed by specialized muscular fibers located in the upper part of the right
atrium, in the base of the superior vena cava. The sino atrial node produces spontaneously
the heart frequency (approximately 60 bpm (beats–per-minute)), which is independent of
the nervous activity. When necessary, the rate can be varied and controlled by the
sympathic and parasympathic nervous system. The path of the activation process
propagates from the sino atrial node to the right and to the left atrium muscle tissue. From
atria to ventricles the path of activation propagates through the atrioventricular node.
The task of this node is to delay the start of the ventricles activation, permitting enough
time for the blood to fill the ventricles (due to the atrial contraction) before the ventricles
will contract. The atrioventricular node has its independent activation frequency
(approximately 50 bpm) in case the stimulation from the sino-atrial node doesn’t come at
the right time. The depolarization continues then through the ventricles. The rear-upper
parts of both ventricles and septum depolarize last. The stage of re-polarization starts
from the outer cells and proceeds as a front towards the inner wall. (See [32] for more
details)
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6.1.2

ECG propagation along the whole body

The whole human body forms a volume conductor, the bioelectrical phenomena
occurring inside the “conductor” generate a signal measurable at the skin surface.
While the depolarization front propagates towards a positive (by definition)
electrode, a positive voltage can be seen in the measuring device. Similarly, the potential
difference developed by the depolarization front propagating in the opposite direction is
negative. Because the potential difference over the membrane caused by the repolarization is in the opposite direction as in the depolarization, also the voltages caused
by “re-polarization front” show as reversed compared to the propagation direction.

6.1.3

Blood pressure

Fig.6.2 shows how the blood pressure changes during different stages of action of
the heart.
-

The highest (systolic) pressure – is reached during the contraction of the ventricles.
The lowest (diastolic) pressure – is reached during the rest stage.
The pulse pressure – is the difference between systolic and diastolic pressures.

Fig.6.2 Blood Pressure Wave-shape (from [32], page5).

The expression mean pressure – is used to describe the average of the arterial pressure,
which is:
Mean pressure = (diastolic p. + systolic p.) / 3 ([32], page 5)
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6.1.4

Comparison

Fig.6.3 Standard ECG Signal, main features used in physiology (from [32],
http://www.ee.tut.fi/rgi/kurssit/71221/ekg_analyysi/ECGANALY.html )
A comparison is made between the shape of a standard ECG signal (obtained
after an electric measurement) and our Photo-Plethysmographic signal (obtained after the
photo-sensors has converted the variations of the blood amount in a capillary region, in
an electric signal)

Fig.6.4 Photo-Plethysmographic wave-shape, obtained through photo-sensors
As one can see, these two signals have almost the same shape. They have almost the
same main characteristics (emphasized in the upper picture.)
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6.2 Conclusions
1. The photo-plethysmographic signal obtained at the level of the skin, from a finger or
from the face of the palm with the optical sensor system, amplified and filtered, has a lot
in common with an ECG signal. (See P, T and QRS complex on both signals, they look
very much alike.)
2. Because ECG witnesses the heart mechanism at work, the photo-plethysmographic
signal can be considered a good enough method to test human liveness. (e.g. from a dead
hand or a spoof hand no periodic ECG-like signals will be detected, no matter what
materials the spoof is made of.)
3. To process this ECG-like signal, classical processing methods used in ECG analysis
can be applied.

6.3
6.3.1

Processing the ECG signal to decide upon liveness
QRS complex recognition

The accurate detection of the R-peak of the QRS complex is the prerequisite for
the reliable function of ECG-analyzers. The recognition of almost all ECG parameters is
based on a fixed point identifiable at each cycle. The R-peak is suitable for use as the
datum point, because it has the largest amplitude and sharpest waveform that can be
extracted from the ECG. The time and amplitude measurements can be performed when
the apex of the R-peak is detected at each cycle.
There are a large number of recognition algorithms used in ECG-analyzers and in
many cases the principles of operation vary. Some are based on different types of
amplitude triggering, while the others examine the signal in the frequency domain. The
adaptive properties of algorithms to the changing signal may differ and some algorithms
use statistical methods for identification.
Note: The interpretation of ECG signals is a typical application of pattern
recognition. An experienced cardiologist can easily diagnose various heart diseases just
by looking at the ECG printout. In some specific cases, sophisticated ECG analyzers
achieve a higher degree of accuracy than that of cardiologists, but at present there
remains a group of ECG changes that are too difficult to identify using computers.

6.3.2

Brief example of a typical method of parameters determination

(example from: Biomedical Eng. Lab., Ragnar Granite Institute –Tampere University of
Technology – Finland, [32])
There are on-line measurement systems (real-time), and off-line systems (when the
analysis is performed afterwards.
- In the on-line measurements systems the parameters are calculated separately for
each cycle.
- For the off-line systems a representative sample is formed out of the measured cycles
and is used in analysis. The more typical methods to form representative samples are
average and median cycle construction.
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Averaging procedure: after the R-peaks are detected, the average of the voltage value of
the R-peaks at each cycle is calculated. The same procedure is repeated for R+1, R+2,
etc., samples at each cycle and so on, until the end of the cycles. This procedure is also
applied in the reversed direction (R-1, R-2, etc.).
Median Calculation: In principle the median calculation is performed similarly, using the
same time period of cycles and taking the median value of the data points at each cycle.
Measured parameters in a standard method.
The basic parameters obtained from an ECG signal are depicted in the next figure.

Fig.6.5 Standard ECG signal (from [32])
The parameters obtained from a measured signal are dependent upon the application. In
addition to R-peak, the datum point, it is essential to determine the baseline of a signal,
which is defined as the line between two consecutive P-Q intervals. All amplitude
measurements are compared to the baseline.
Steps to follow for the software determination.
(example taken from [32])
1.
Read the signal.
2.
Design a low pass filter (15 Hz or 30Hz). (2nd order IIR or FIR- Filter-Lab).
3.
Apply the filter to the signal.
4.
Differentiate the signal with 2-point, or 3-point or 5-point methods. The result is
to be used in R-peak detection.
5.
Square the differentiated signal.
6.
Detect the R-peaks
7.
Correct the baseline of the original signal
8.
Generate median or average segments from the original signal.
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6.4

Important ideas for our project (R-peak detection)

The main goal of studying different methods of analysis of most important parameters is
to get the simplest and most efficient way to detect liveness from an ECG-like signal.
After research a decision was made that the main and only parameter that should be
detected in order to decide upon liveness is R-peak detection.
R-peak has two main features that can help in its’ detection:
1. It has the biggest magnitude from the ECG spectrum.
2. It causes the highest frequency component of the ECG spectrum.
In hardware, if the highest magnitude parameter of a complex signal needs to be
detected, usually a threshold will be applied, with the help of a voltage comparator. The
disadvantage is the variation in magnitude of the signals obtained from different persons,
so this will complicate the circuitry by adding an AGC (automatic gain control) stage, in
order to maintain the magnitude at the input of the comparator in the same range. (or the
threshold can be adaptive, but this is not as intuitive as the previous method).
In software, the so called “amplitude level triggering method is based on the square of the
derivative. Knowing that R-peak values contain the highest frequencies of the ECG
spectrum, differentiating the filtered ECG signal will give the high frequency
components. The reliability of the identification of R-peaks can be increased by squaring
this differentiated value, (will highlight the high frequency components). The R-peaks
will be detected by determining the known amplitude level as a triggering level. The
triggering level can also be adaptively determined, thus the value of the triggering level is
dependent on the upper values of the ECG signal. Usually a PC computer (or a high level
DSP) is necessary to perform the steps described earlier).
Note: One of the best examples of adaptive triggering through software is the IEEE paper
“A Software Trigger for intra-cardiac waveform detection with Automatic Threshold
Adjustment”, by J. Jenkins and others, from Univ. of Michigan (See [9]).
One can think to use analog computers. Analog Computers still find application in
engineering practice in the simulation of dynamic systems.
The Analog Computer is a device that is based on three operational amplifiers circuits:
the amplifier, the summer and the integrator. These three building blocks, permit the
construction of circuits that can be used to solve differential equations and simulate
dynamic systems.[28].But, beside the fact that the analog computers are obsolete in the
information era, the price of high complexity of the circuitry will be paid.

6.5

Conclusion

For liveness to be detected, R-peaks through the thresholding method described earlier
(hardware) should be identified. The disadvantage of different magnitudes for different
people should be taken in consideration (see Further Work, Analog Block, in Chapter 9,
Paragraph 9.2 of this thesis), using an AGC stage with a PGA (programmable gain
amplifier). Details of the circuitry used in R-peak detection and implementation are
discussed in Chapter 7, The Logic Block.
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Chapter 7 LOGIC BLOCK
7.1

Block Diagram

This block represents an interface between the Sensors and Analog Block and the
Decision Block, which has to give an accurate resolution concerning the hand liveness.

Fig.7.1 Block Diagram of the whole Project
An explanation was previously given for the analog block and its components. Further,
an explanation for the functionality of the logic block in detail is given.
The Logic Block is an interface between the Analog and Decision Blocks.

Fig.7.2 The Logic Block Diagram

Fig.7.3 The input & output signals of the comparator LM 311, for a threshold = 1V
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7.2 The presentation of the details of the schematic of the
logic block

Fig.7.4 Detailed electronic schematic of the Logic Block and the last stages of the
Analog Block
The fig.7.4 shows the interaction of the logic and analog blocks. IC2B is the second
half of the dual op amp OPA 2334. This is the last amplifier stage and chapter 10Improvements and further work, will show that instead of R8=25K adjustable, the AGC
loop will be implemented. The AGC loop is necessary to prevent big differences in signal
magnitude at the input of the voltage comparator (LM311), which has a fixed threshold.
(The idea of an adaptive threshold may be considered here, instead of AGC loop).
The decision block is interfaced with the logic block because the PIC MCU accepts TTL
or CMOS signals, but the analog (like-ECG) signal goes up to 6 – 7 Volts, and down to
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–2, -3 Volts. The interest is in the periodicity of the signal not in its shape (for this
application of detecting liveness). A measurement of the period of the signal, measuring
the R-R intervals will be made. Based on this and some simple computations done inside
the MCU, the LCD will display:
1. The pulse rate in [beats per minute].
2. A warning in the case that artifacts come out.
3. A message for the situation in which the system accepts the subject as being alive:
“Live detected!”
4. Another message, on the same lines of the LCD, prompting the user to try again.
The role of the voltage comparator is to convert the analog (ECG-like) shape of the
signal into a rectangular pulse of the same period.

7.2.1

LM 311 brief presentation

(for an exhaustive documentation , see the data sheet at www.national.com )
LM311 is a special-purpose IC package available as voltage comparator.
Advantages for this application:
- accepts relatively large inputs.
- has provisions for selecting the desired reference voltage levels (sometimes those
are internally clamped to a specified voltage range)
- offers the strobe option on pin 6 (with a TTL compatible signal)
- provides an open-collector output (as shown in the figure), which allows the user
to connect the output of the open-collector transistor to any supply voltage of
choice, by means of an external pull up resistor. (the open collector transistor
operates in saturation mode, thus making an easy task for the user to calculate it,
not being critical (as it would be in an amplifying application)).
For 5V, usually one can choose between hundreds of ohms and couple thousand
ohms. Ex.: 1 to 5K can be a good choice, and the output of the comparator will switch
between 0 and 5 V, according to the decision resulting after the input comparison.

Fig.7.5 LM 311, detail with the Open Collector output
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The PIC inputs cannot be connected directly to the signal coming out of the comparator,
first because some pulses would be so thin (narrow) that the PIC will ignore them, and
second because more “noise cleaning” can be done with the help of a Schmidt Trigger.

7.2.2

SN74LS14 (Hex Inverter, Schmidt Trigger)

The role of the Hex inverter Schmidt Trigger is double. First it has to invert the signal, to
make it suitable for the 555-monostable input.

Fig.7.6 Internal organization of the Hex inverter SN 74LS14
The Trigger Schmidt, Hex Not Gate (fig.7.6), is a TTL gate of type 74LS14. This type
(LS – low power Schottky technology) was chosen because of it is very low power
consumption. (For this application there is no need for a bigger Fan-out capability).
Basically, the 555 IC in a monostable configuration will be sensitive on the High to Low
input transitions on the pin2 (trigger input). So first the 74LS14 IC will invert our signal
and then, due to the Schmidt Trigger property, it will introduce a hysteresis helping us to
get rid of more noise, that could cause false triggering of the monostable.
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7.2.3

LM 555 (Monostable configuration)

(See the data sheet on www.digikey.com )
Finally, the monostable is enhancing to an optimal width, the rectangular pulse
becoming readable by the PIC input. (See fig.7.7 with waveforms taken from Data Sheet)

Fig.7.7 Left: LM555 – Monostable Standard configuration Right: Input (2), Output (3)
and Discharge (7) Capacitor Waveforms (from data sheet)
In the left side of the fig.7.7 the standard monostable configuration is shown.
LM555 (NE555) is a timer circuit, capable of producing accurate time delays (pulses) or
oscillation. An RC network controls the time delays. IC 555 is a multipurpose IC, able to
perform, both, monostable and astable (clock) functions.
The main advantage of this configuration (as opposed to the same configuration
built with BJTs, MOSFETs or OP Amps, lies in the greater accuracy and repeatability,
the ease of designing an application and the flexibility provided by the 8 pin package,
integrated configuration.
The width of the signal coming out of the monostable with 555 is given by the following
formula ([28]):
T = 1.1* R18*C13;
where: R18 = 24K, C13 = 10uF;
T = width of the signal in [s];
The calculation started by imposing the value of T, to be 25ms.
Second step: Pick up the value of C13 = 10uF. After this the formula is applied to find
the R18 value = 24K; for verification: T=1.1* 24000*10*e^(-6)=25*e^-2[sec]=25ms.
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Analog and Logic, Schematic and PCB (practical
considerations)
7.3

Fig.7.8 Detailed Schematic, Analog plus Logic Blocks
To build the schematic, containing new Ics and specialized Op Amps, three advanced
software programs were tried:
1. Circuit Maker (Trax Maker) Version 6.2.c Pro (1999) – full version
2. Eagle 4.11 (non-profit version)
3. Protel DXP (one month trial version).
- Circuit Maker does not permit building libraries (at least the version mentioned).
It allows the creation of “Macros”, sort of customer designed items. But this is
very time consuming.
- Protel DXP is a very expensive software (around $9,000 for the full version),
comparable in price and achievements with Orcad. (Circuit Maker is a subdivision
of Protel and Eagle a subdivision of Orcad (Cad-Soft))
- Eagle 4.11 was the most friendly, in terms of adding libraries and browsing fancy
Ics. I could find almost anything, if not directly, I could go on line and download
lots of libraries available.
Note: One disadvantage of Eagle, compared to the other two mentioned, is that once
settled for a value of an item in the schematic, one is not able to move just the value
of the item, but the whole item plus the value and name. This is the reason that the
schematic has poor legibility for some devices.
The PCB implementation through Eagle 4.1 software is presented in Appendix A.B3.
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Advices for practical implementation of devices and components to the PCB
- For soldering a temperature controlled soldering station is highly recommended.
The traces will be very thin and can be easily exfoliated if overheated.
- Care must be taken of the ground loops, especially when low signal amplifiers are
involved. Those can create noisy currents and ringing (parasitic oscillations).
Plan the grounding scheme carefully. If the circuit has a lot of digital circuitry,
separate grounds and power planes have to be considered.
- Decouple the amplifier power supplies with bypass capacitors, as close to the
amplifier as possible. For J-FET and C-MOS amplifiers, a 100nF capacitor is
recommended. Also, decouple the power supply with a C=10uF capacitor.
- Use short leads lengths to the inputs of the amplifier.
- Always read carefully the specifications from data sheet, prior to design and use
a new device. (e.g. you have to know what input range is required for your
amplifier. If both inputs will go beyond the specified input range, the output will
typically be driven to one of the power supply rails.(for more details, see [13] and
[25]).
Note1: It is very difficult to remove digital switching noise from an analog signal. So care
has to be taken in designing and implementing the circuit power supplies.
Note2: The amplifiers built on proto-boards or “bread-boards” will not work perfectly.
Noise and oscillations may occur due to long wires (acting like antennas) and
imperfect connections.
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Chapter 8 DECISION BLOCK
This block’s resolution is most important for achieving the goal of our project. Is the
hand presented on the platen fake (impostor) or human (genuine)?

8.1

Block Diagram

Fig.8.1 The whole design block diagram
The logic block creates the interface for the decision block, PIC 18F252 and LCD 20434.
The “brain” of the decision block is the PIC Micro-controller, which reads the rectangular
pulses coming into C2 (pin 17) of the PIC, counts them and registers the values counted.
The count value is processed and compared in software with preloaded values, and
checked to be in a certain range: greater than a preset “P1” value (corresponding in the
real world to 50 bpm (bpm = beats per minute)), and smaller than a preset “P2” value
(corresponding to 150 bpm). The reason we chose those values for P1 and P2 lies in the
assumption that a healthy individual has a heart rate in the range 60 to 120 bpm ([20]).
Our range is larger because the resolution in the given method is sacrificed for the sake of
simplicity.
1. In principle, if the above condition (count > P1 & count < P2) is met, the decision
of Liveness detected will be displayed on the LCD screen, line 3.
2. On the contrary, when the condition is not fulfilled, the message will be, instead,
try again or please stand still!
The second outcome occurs when the PIC MCU has at the input either no pulses at all
(spoof probable), or there are too many artifacts and the period of rectangular pulses
arriving at the PIC input is highly affected by movement artifacts.
Note: The Hand Geometry Scanner will reject enrolled people that are not able to keep
their hand still, while verifying!
3. Although not required, but nice feature to have, a pulse rate in [beats per minute]
is displayed on the line 1 of the LCD.
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8.2
8.2.1

Presentation of the PIC MCU
Microcomputer and Micro-controller

a) A microcomputer is a computer in which the CPU (central processing unit) is a
microprocessor. The purpose of a microcomputer is general.
The best example is the PC (personal computer) – a general-purpose computer.
b) In contrast, when a controller (or computer) is embedded into some device, for
some other purpose than general purpose computing, it is said to be an “embedded
controller”, or micro-controller. The micro-controller is also called: a “one chip
solution”. A micro-controller, typically includes:
- CPU.
- RAM
- EEPROM.
- I/O (input / output) Ports – to communicate with CPU (or from CPU to exterior)
either parallel or serial (RS232 or SPI).
- Timers and counters.
- Interrupt controller.
Applications of micro-controllers
1. Consumer Segment – Home Appliances, Entertainment equipment.
2. Automotive – keyless entry, ABS (anti-lock braking system), airbags.
3. Office Automation – PC keyboards, copiers, printers.
4. Telecommunications – Cell phones, pagers, photo cameras, fax-machines,
answering machines.
5. Industrial Automation - Door locks, automatic faucets, industrial machines
6. Biomedicine – health monitors, etc.

8.2.2

The PIC MCUs

The PIC series of MCUs (micro-controllers) are a product of Microchip
Technology Company.
Among Microchip products (like analog circuits and memories) are the PIC
(peripheral interface controller) micro-controllers production, and their development
tools.
PIC single chip processors are low cost (<$7), have many integrated peripherals
such as: A/DC, PWM, CCP, CAN, Digital I/O, I2C, RS232, SPI, PSP, many interrupt
possibilities and FLASH, RAM and EEPROM memory. Easy to learn instruction set
with just 35 instructions in Assembly and a host of C-Compilers for high level
programming. Microchip has a very generous sampling program offering 5 samples
totally free, each 90 days.
Microchip attracted a big percentage of the 8-bit micro-controller market
customers, because they invested a lot (money and intelligence) in the development
tools for their PIC devices, eventually succeeding to bring them to the customers, at
low prices. The common user can take advantage of the development tools, for a
complete solution:
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- Complete environment – MPLAB
- Embedded Workbench for PIC micro-controllers (IAR)
- Language tool for code development (assemblers, C-compilers)
- Simulators
- Emulators
- Debuggers.
- Programmers
MPLAB environment, supports all kinds of PIC s (Microchip produces around 50
types (!) and development tools.
Compared to their main competitors (8-bit MCU s), the Basic Stamps (BS1, BS2,
from Parallax company) the PIC s have 2 major advantages:
- PIC is 20 to 100 times faster than a Basic Stamp, because the Program Memory
can be accessed parallel. (the stamps are storing the program memory in a serial
EEPROM Memory, serial data access being much slower).

8.2.3

PIC’s basic arhitecture and other features

The basic architecture of PIC s is the Harvard architecture, with a RISC set of
instructions. This is in contrast with the von Neumann architecture, that is used
extensively in general purpose microprocessors manufacturing, which shares the
Program Memory and Data Memory (See the µP 68HC11, Intel 80486, Pentiums,
etc.).
In the Harvard architecture, the Program Memory and Data Memory are not
shared and are even on separate busses. This allows the program instructions to be
fetched and executed concurrently with the data, resulting in higher reliability and
speed.
In a CISC (complex instruction set computer) architecture, some of the
instructions take as many as 5 clock cycles to execute, while in a RISC architecture
(as in PIC) usually it takes one clock for one instruction (only very few instruction
need 2 cycles (clocks)).
All PIC family are “single chip operation” (SCO) and part of them come at a very
inexpensive price (the PIC xxCxxx family – OTP s, one time programmable), but
with the same set of instructions.

8.2.4

Some Disadvantages of PICs

1. The PIC has limited Memory. This fact greatly limits the complexity of
conventional assembly programs that can be implemented. Therefore, simplified
solutions, with simple mathematical models should be implemented.
2. Besides the PIC18XXX, the rest of the family has a non-linear RAM memory that
is difficult to access. The register file map of the RAM is organized in four banks
(waste of instructions to change from one bank to another).
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8.2.5

Brief overview of PIC 18F252

(For details see Appendix A.17, or www.microchip.com )
a) PIC 18F 252 is a 28 pins (DIL 28) high performance, Enhanced Flash
micro-controller, with 10-bit AD.
b) Memory Organization:
- Linear Program Memory addressing to 32Kbytes (Flash).
- Linear Data Memory addressing to 1.5Kbytes (RAM).
c) Capability of 10 MIPS operation.
d) 4 timer/counter modules. Two capture / compare / PWM (CCP) modules.
e) Master synchronous Serial Port (MSSP) module, with 2 modes of operation:
- 3-wire SPI (supporting all 4 SPI modes)
- I2C Master and Slave mode.
f) Addressable USART module (supports RS-232 and RS-485).
g) Parallel Slave Port (PSP) module

8.3
8.3.1

LCD (Liquid Crystals Display) - Optrex DMC20434
General characteristics

LCDs are able to add a lot to an application, in terms of providing a useful
interface for the user (with a professional look) but also while debugging an application.
During the last few years the prices of LCDs have decreased, so now one can find a lot of
nice bargains to buy an alphanumerical LCD.
The LCD used for this project contains the most common type of LCD controller,
a sort of standard for industrial applications: HITACHI 44780.

It provides a relatively simple interface between a processor and an LCD, for a low cost.
The most common connector used for the 44780-based LCD is the 14 pins in a row (PSIL
parallel / series in line). The following table contains Optrex DMC20434 LCD pin-out:
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Pin assignment for <= 80 character displays
Pin
Symbol Level I/O
number

Function

1

Vss

-

- Power supply (GND)

2

Vcc

-

- Power supply (+5V)

3

Vee

-

- Contrast adjust

4

RS

0/1

I

0 = Instruction input
1 = Data input

5

R/W

0/1

I

0 = Write to LCD module
1 = Read from LCD module

6

E

1, 1->0

7

DB0

0/1 I/O Data bus line 0 (LSB)

8

DB1

0/1 I/O Data bus line 1

9

DB2

0/1 I/O Data bus line 2

10

DB3

0/1 I/O Data bus line 3

11

DB4

0/1 I/O Data bus line 4

12

DB5

0/1 I/O Data bus line 5

13

DB6

0/1 I/O Data bus line 6

14

DB7

0/1 I/O Data bus line 7 (MSB)

I Enable signal

The LCD’s interface is a parallel bus, allowing simple and fast reading/writing of the data
to and from the LCD.

8.3.2

Operation modes

When an alphanumerical LCD is written, the data waveform coming into the input will
write an ASCII byte out on the LCD’s screen. The ASCII code to be displayed is 8 bits
long and is sent to the LCD, either 4 or 8 bits at a time.
The four-bit mode: Two nibbles of data (sent high 4 bits, and then low 4 bits, with an “E”
clock pulse with each nibble) are sent to make up a full 8-bit transfer. “E” is the enable
clock pulse, used to initiate the data transfer within the LCD. Choosing between the 2
modes of operation is a decisive option for an LCD application.
Eight-bit mode: is best used when the application is required to be fast, and 10 I/O pins
are available.
Four-bit mode: require just six bits. To wire an MCU to an LCD in four-bit mode just the
top 4 bits of data (DB 4 to 7) are written to.
Note: The four-bit mode was chosen for the present design, for simplicity.
For details on the instructions available for use and other information on the Optrex DMC
20434, the reader can check [15], pages 271- 278 (or the data sheet at www.optrex.com).
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8.3.3

Initialization of the LCD. Building an LCD driver.

Before one can send commands or data to the LCD module, it has to be initialized. In 4bit mode one will write to the LCD in terms of nibbles. (A nibble is one half of a byte, the
upper four bits, or the lower four bits).
The transmission of a byte goes first sending the High Nibble, then the Low Nibble, and
the enable clock pulse “E” pin is toggled each time that four bits are sent to the LCD.
This project uses a 4 lines times 20 characters LCD, as pictured on the previous page.
A “C” code subroutine “lcd” (the LCD driver) was written and included as a preprocessor
directive header: # include <lcd.h>. It was mapped on the Port A (pins 2 to 6, or A0 to
A5) of the PIC 18F252. (Please see Appendix A.C4 for the LCD driver code “lcd.h” and
the entire C code (there are 2 versions for the Decision Software, with the same LCD
driver, mapped on the same port.))

8.3.4

Connecting the Optrex DMC 20434 LCD with the PIC

PIC 18F252 (pins)
Pin # 5 (RA3)
Pin # 4 (RA2)
Pin # 3 (RA1)
Pin # 2 (RA0)
Pin # 6 (RA4)

Optrex (pins)
Pin# 14
Pin# 13
Pin# 12
Pin# 11
Pin# 6
Pins# 10, 9, 8,7
GND (means: write)
Pin# 5
Pin # 7 (RA5)
Pin# 4
GND (max contrast)
Pin# 3
+ 5 Vcc (470 resistor) Pin# 2
GND
Pin# 1

Comments
Data Bits 4, 5, 6, 7.

“E” – enable clock pulse
Not used
R/W – read / write bit (no reading from)
R/S – select data or instructions transfer
Contrast Voltage
Vcc – Positive DC Voltage supply pin
GND – ground pin

Note: Pin# 6 of the LCD (“E” clock), is connected to PIC’s Pin# 6 (RA4) and also pulled
up to +5V through a 1K resistor.
- Software considerations concerning the PIC
In the “main” part of the code, when the use of printing to the LCD is required, first the
function “lcd.init()” is called, and then, through the function “gotoxy()”, the place of the
cursor control is specified. (e.g.: “gotoxy(2,5)” – meaning that the “printf” C code
command, will begin with the cursor positioned in the second line, fifth character.
- Setting the contrast voltage to the display
To set an appropriate value of the contrast voltage on the display, usually a potentiometer
(10 or 25 ohms) wired as a voltage divider is used. Because in the GND position, the
cursor has maximum contrast, the design is simplified by grounding the third pin of the
LCD.
Note: Paying the price of slowing down the application, the simplest way of wiring up an
LCD (minimum number of wires required) is to use but 2(two) I/O pins of the PIC MCU.
This can be built with the help of a shift register, used as a serial to parallel conversion
device, first. (For details, see page 278, [15]).
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8.4

Decision Block Implementation

The decision block is implemented through 2 versions:
Version 1 – Roll over variant, in which the block is measuring continuously the
time interval between incoming pulses, applies an internal algorithm and displays the
output (“Live detected!” or “Try Again!”) together with the pulse rate on the LCD’s
screen.
Version 2 – In this version a 6 second sequence is generated, in which the number
of pulses received, is counted. According to their number, another algorithm is applied
and the resolution (“Live detected!” or “Try Again!”) is displayed.

8.4.1

Version 1 (Roll over measurement)

Version 1 uses just the PIC 18F252 MCU together with the Hitachi 44780 LCD display.
Everything is done through the software embedded in the PIC.

Fig.8.2 Flow Chart for Decision Block Software
This is a short variant of the C code for the Decision Block Soft, version1 (Roll Over):
The program starts with the header, preprocessor directives and variable declarations. A
Boolean variable “new pulse” is used to simulate the arrival of a new pulse. When a pulse
inputs RC2/CCP1 (pin# 13 PIC18F252) the controller jumps in the capture isr function,
(the interrupt subroutine). It resets Timer0 and start counting the time between 2 pulses.
When a new pulse arrives at pin RC2 of the PIC the result of the capture is processed, the
algorithm decides upon liveness and display the message on the LCD.
See Appendix A.C2 for the C code.
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8.4.2

Version 2 (The 6 seconds sequence)

The easiest way to understand the electronic schematic of Decisional block (See figure
8.3) is to go through the functional diagram (figure 8.4). Identify the colors.

Fig.8.3 Detailed Electronic Schematic for the Decision Block

Fig.8.4 Flow Chart with the explanation of Decision Block Schematic
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Explanation of schematic and functional diagram (fig.8.3 and fig.8.4):
Nothing happens until the pushbutton S1 (red in the right side of the schematic) is
pressed. The LCD will be displaying the last measurement and its message.
Pressing S1 is the equivalent of an enable, digital signal, coming from HK2 DSP, when
the DSP is ready to build the geometrical template.
Note1: This is a moment when no movements or artifacts coming from the hand or
fingers are assumed. This is a constraint already required by the HK2, before adding the
live detection feature.
Note2: One goal of this project was to add no more constraints to the HK2 design. But it
was assumed the existing ones could be used. (This way, the problem of movement
artifacts was practically eliminated.)
a) Once S1 is depressed, two things will occur:
- Input RB0 / INT0 (pin#21 on PIC18F252) switches from Low to High, that initiates the
external interrupt in the PIC MCU.
- R (01), or reset #1 (pin#2 on SN7493 Counter) switches from Low to High, resetting to
zero all outputs of the binary counter.
b) The External interrupt in the PIC initiate:
- Output RC2/CCP1 (pin#13 of PIC) switches from High to Low for 50ms, triggering
Monostable 1 (with LM555). The pulse width of this monostable is six seconds. The
calculus is simple:
Th = 1.1*R7C2 [s] = 1.1*120*103*0.047*10-3 = 1.1 * 5.64 = 6.2s
Th = 6.2 s
Where: Th is the width of the signal while being High
R7 = 120K
C2 = 47uF
[s] = seconds
- The PIC MCU starts a NOP (no operation, or waiting) for 7 seconds (one extra second,
to be sure the counter will be frozen at the time of reading.)
Note: In this calculation it was assumed that the hand stays on the platen 6 seconds, for a
better resolution of the algorithm, but the real time that usually the hand lays on the
platen is three to four seconds (as previously specified). Th may be set to a desired value
by putting instead of R7, an adjustable 250K resistor.
c) Events happening inside the 6 seconds sequence:
- The Reset pin (pin#4, active Low, of Monostable 2, LM555) is switched High. That
make Monostable 2 active, beginning to send 25ms pulses to the counter, according to the
number of pulses it is been triggered (coming from the comparator, in the logic block).
- The PIC MCU is in a wait position as specified earlier, turning off the LCD’s screen.
- The counter counts the incoming pulses, displaying their number in a digital form at its
4outputs (QA, QB, QC, QD).
d) After the 6 seconds sequence comes to an end:
- The output (pin#3 of LM555) of Monostable 1 is switched from High to Low.
- The reset terminal (pin#4 of LM555) of Monostable 2 is switched from High to Low,
thus resetting Monostable 2. This will become insensitive to the incoming pulses. It will
stop sending pulses to the Counter (SN7493).
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- The Binary Counter will freeze its output digital combination. The outputs combination
is ready to be read by the PIC MCU. (the outputs aren’t changing anymore).
- The PIC MCU is still in a wait position, driving off the LCD.
e) After 7 seconds:
- The PIC wakes up, reads the digital combination provided by the Counter at its inputs
and initiates the algorithm provided by the software code to process and decide upon
liveness.
- The LCD will display the pulse rate in bpm (beats per minute), and the decision upon
liveness. (“Live Detected!” when successful or “Try Again!” – for fail).
f) Between Sequences:
- The LCD keeps displaying the pulse rate and decision until the S1push-button is
depressed again, re-initiating the cycle already described.

8.4.3

PSpice simulation for the Monostables 1 and 2

Unfortunately only the student version of PSpice software was available. Thus, it was not
possible to simulate the whole circuit. The simulation of some circuits of the Logic and
Decision Blocks was considered interesting.
A) Monostable 1 (6 second generator)

Fig.8.5 PSpice schematic of Monostable 1 from the Decision block
The value of R2 was adjusted from the theoretical calculated. The next two figures,
fig.8.6 and fig.8.7 show Voutput (pin 3 of LM555, cyan) versus V1 (pin 2 – Trigger
Input, magenta), and just Voutput (green), in the second figure.
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Fig.8.6 Represents: Vout (cyan, pin 3 LM555) vs Vin (magenta, pin 2 LM555)

Fig.8.7 The output of the Monostable 1 (6 seconds, after the transition High to Low of the
Trigger input, pin2 of LM555)
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B) Monostable 2 (25 ms, pulse buffer)
Changing the value of R2 to 24K and the value of C2 to 10µF, a width of the output pulse
of 25 ms resulted, suitable to attack the counter without losing the narrow pulses.

Fig.8.8 The schematic principle for Monostable2 is the same as used for Monostable1

Fig.8.9 Represents Vouptut (cyan, pin3 LM555, To = 25ms) vs Vinput (magenta, pin2
LM555, Tin = 5 to 10ms)
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C) Logic and Decisional blocks simulation
The next schematic is intuitive for understanding the Logic and Decisional blocks,
together. The PIC and the LCD could not be included in the PSpice (student version)
simulation, due to their complexity.

Fig.8.10 Logic and part of Decision Block interconnections (without PIC and LCD)
The simulation of the circuit in the above schematic shows the output pulses of the 7493
counter versus the input (pulses coming from the Monostable 2)

Fig.8.11 Above- the outputs from the binary Counter (QA, QB, QC, QD) Center – Red:
output of M1 (6sec.); Green: output of M2 (10ms)
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D) Real Signal showing the Monostables interaction (acquired from the Scope)
The oscilloscope Tektronix TDS 3052B used during the research for this project permits
acquiring the signals from the screen onto a floppy disk. The screen signal is acquired as
a coma delimited, Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, and then through Matlab is reconverted
into an image.

Volts

Fig.8.12 The signal output from the monostables, acquired from the Oscilloscope
The oscilloscope was: Tektronix, TDS 3052B
With red color, the figure displays the 6 seconds sequence signal at the output of
Monostable 1, (pin3 - LM555).
With green color, the figure displays the pulses outgoing from Monostable 2, (pin3 –
LM555) to the Binary Counter SN 7493.
Monostable 2 is active to buffer the pulses coming from the voltage comparator only if its
reset pin is “High”. If the reset pin is Lowered, the Monostable 2, freezes (become
inactive). The signal that switches this logic is the 6 seconds sequence.
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8.4.4

Flow-Chart of the software code

The code is written in C language that makes it simple to write and read (C (or C++)
language knowledge is necessary, and PIC-C compiler instructions (specific to the PIC
device you are working with)).

Fig.8.13 Flow-Chart for the software version 2, Decisional Block
See Appendix A.C3 for the C code.
Explanation of the flow-chart and code design:
First, the header was written, preprocessor directives and variable declarations.
Second, the function RB0_Isr that is the Interrupt Service Routine was written. This the
subroutine in which the controller will jump after RB0 (pin 21, PIC18F252) changes
logic because of the push-button.
The code has two branches, according with the logic state of the push-button switch:
1) If the push-button is not depressed, the system is in a wait position. The LCD is still
displaying the resolution of the previous measurement.
2) If the push-button is depressed, the controller jump in the RB0_Isr (interrupt service
routine). First instruction is to debounce the push-button. Then the 6 seconds sequence
is started by switching from High to Low the logic status of the RC2 (pin# 17, PIC
18F252).
When the controller goes back in Main, initiates a 7 seconds wait (the 6seconds sequence
has to terminate), prior to reading and processing data acquired from the Counter outputs.
Finally, the decision is sent and displayed by the LCD.
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Chapter 9 FURTHER WORK
9.1 Sensors
First, an analysis of efficiency should be done, in order to see if it is worthwhile to
keep photo-plethysmography as the sensor principle, and not another method (for
example, pressure based transduction (based on piezo-electric transducers)[7],
spectrometry based sensors (Lumidigm Corp., Lumi-Sure Sensor, see
www.lumidigm.com), or microwave Doppler Radar Sensing [29]).

9.1.1

The Emitter and Detector (the photo-elements)

a) Wider area detectors
As an improvement of the photo-elements used in the reflectance sensor, the use of
bigger area detectors (thus improving the quality of the signal without raising the power
in the emitter (or emitters) is recommended.
b) Wavelengths around 1.3 um (micrometers)

Fig.9.1 Oxyhemoglobin (red) and Deoxyhemoglobin (violet) absorbance versus
wavelength of the incoming light. (660nm-red and 910nm-NIR)
As fig.9.1 shows, if one goes for longer wave-lengths, like 1.3um, (see the blue arrow in
the figure) the difference between the Oxy-hemoglobin and De-oxy-hemoglobin is much
bigger. It is assumed that the nature of the resulting signal is not just plethysmographic
(as stated in 1.2.2, page 2 of this thesis), so the absorbance of a specific wavelength may
lead to easier and more accurate detection of the ECG-like signal.
Disadvantages:
- The first disadvantage is the price. For wider detection area, higher responsivity
or larger wavelength, the price will be paid. (from less than a dollar for a standard
silicon NIR PIN, 940nm up to $300 or $400 for a non-standard detector)
- Another disadvantage is the fact that for wider detection areas, the equivalent
capacitance of the junction will increase, increasing the rising time of the detector.
(e.g.: for 3.2mm^2, the capacitance at 0V is 45pF; but for 100mm^2, the
capacitance is 1550pF (!), 40 times greater.
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Examples.
a) InGaAs Photodiodes (See [14], page191).
- Response range: from 900nm to 1700nm. (1.3um and 1.55um sensitivity).
- Large area
- High Responsivity
InGaAs photodiodes are suitable for telecom and near-IR detection.

Fig.9.2 3mm2 photodiode. Stock nr. NT 55-755; Area = 3mm2; Price = $290.00 [14]
The 3mm photodiode is isolated in a TO-5 package with a broadband double-sided ARcoated window. With the high shunt resistance, the 3mm photodiode is suitable for high
sensitivity to weak signal applications.
b) Silicon detectors (see [14], page 192).
- For pulse detectors applications: fast response, biased, low capacitance, window
material – borosilicate.

Fig.9.3 Silicon detector (from [14])
Stock nr. NT54-523; Area 15mm2; Unbiased, Low Noise; Cap. 255pF; Price = $61.00;
Stock nr. NT54-034; Area 16.4mm; Biased, Normal Resp.; Cap .330pF; Price = $33.00;

Fig.9.4 Typical response curves for Silicon Detectors (from [14])
Fig.9.4 shows that the silicon detectors (the most inexpensive yet efficient infrared
detectors commercially available) can still be used for wavelengths around 1µm.
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9.1.2

The Emitter

The first problem with the emitter is the power consumption. The strength of the signal
was not improved by building a sensor with several emitters ([4],
www.imagyn.com/criticalcare/pulse_reflectance_oximetry_pg1.htm) surrounding the
detector (as in Paragraph 3.9.2, fig.23). One way to still think of that is using emitters
with much smaller power consumption but same IR light intensity. A search for more
efficient emitters, but in the inexpensive segment of the market is recommended.
Another one of the problems rising is if one tries longer wavelengths. For the research
purpose, having an adjustable power and adjustable wavelength infrared emitter would be
appropriate. The Multi-Channel IR Laser Light Source ([14], page nr. 188),
Stock nr. H55 – 566 for 5-channel version (980nm, 1310nm, 1480nm, 1550nm, 1620nm)
Stock nr. H55-867 or H55-868 – for 2-channel version, (1310nm, 1480nm respectively
1550nm, 1620nm.) is recommended.
The solution to increase the signal and also the security of the system would be placing
more than one sensor (by “sensor” – a pair emitter + detector is assumed) on the platen.

9.1.3

The sensor package

a) The sensor package has to be miniaturized to a maximum area of 8 to 10mm. This will
allow placing two or even three sensors to work together on the platen surface, thus
increasing the reliability, accuracy and security of the device. The lenses will have
appropriate coating, preventing visible light from reaching the sensor. The
miniaturization has to be done in a professional environment, due to the precision and
small mechanical tolerances required.
b) If possible, at least the first amplifier stage should be integrated together with the
sensor, thus decreasing the noise capture due to the long wires from the sensor to the
analog block.
c) Optics and apertures. Research was going on using different lenses and apertures for
the purpose of focusing and collimating the outgoing and incoming IR beams.
- apertures help in collimating, but also eliminate the side coming light or
interferences.
lenses, are 10 to 20 times more expensive than an electronic IC. They can improve
the quality of the signal with up to 30 or 35%. They have to be as thin as possible
(because the signal is an exponential decaying function of the distance to the
photo-detector. The type of the lens is singlet PCX (plano-convex). The lens is
placed in between the detector and the surface material generating the incoming
signal.
- Thus, thinner the lens, bigger the magnitude of the signal. Because of this, the lens
has to have a very small focal length.
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Fig.9.5 Lenses
Achromatic lenses are recommended for applications like: CCD imaging lenses for
NIR (near infrared), focusing and expanding of NIR lasers and focusing or
collimating lenses for fiber optics and NIR LEDs. [14].
The achromatic lenses consist of two optical components, cemented together to form
an achromatic doublet, which is computer optimized to correct for on-axis spherical
and chromatic aberrations. They have minimal absorption in the range 700 to
1550nm.
The disadvantage is the high price (around $60.00), in comparison with calcium
fluoride, the material used in this project, that costs around $18.00.[14].
-

coatings applied on the lenses surface have a filter effect for undesired wavelengths and are used to increase the transmission through an optic.

As an example of coating recommendation, from [14], page 18, is the AR coating for
calcium fluoride lenses, on both sides:
Coating code
146

9.2

Descript
NIR II[700-1550nm]
LaKN22

Specifications
Rave< 1.0% (800-1550nm)

Analog Block

a) The use of more efficient instrumentation amplifiers will increase the sensitivity of the
block, increasing also the S/NR (signal to noise ratio), making easier the task of the Logic
Block.
b) The major improvement that can be done in the Analog Block is adding an AGC loop
instead of the Adjustable Resistor R8 (10K), as in the schematic on fig.9.6:
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AGC loop here
Fig.9.6 Replacing R8 (gain of IC2A-OPA2134) with a PGA (programmable gain
amplifier)

9.2.1

The AGC Loop

a) General considerations
The AGC (Automat Gain Control) Loop is a very important part to be added in the
analog block, for the design to work without any adjustments, regardless of the
differences occurring due to different magnitudes of the input signal, for different
people’s hands. As it is specified in the Chapter 5 (Signal Processing), this project uses a
comparator with fixed threshold, in contrast with some other possible methods, which are
using adaptive threshold. Thus, the fact that the signal may have different levels of
magnitude, from individual to individual, can lead to:
- false triggering (in the case of the magnitude being too big), or
- no triggering at all (in the case of the magnitude being too small)
To overcome this problem, the use of an AGC (automat gain control) loop is
recommended, as in fig.9.6, instead of the adjustable resistor R8 (10K), to establish the
gain of the non-inverting amplifier IC2 (A), OPA 2134 (Burr Brown). The AGC loop will
contain a PGA (programmable gain amplifier), a positive peak detector, and an AD/C
(analog to digital converter).
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b) The block diagram of the AGC loop

Fig.9.7 Block Diagram of the AGC loop
As it can be noticed, the AGC loop is not adjusting the gain of the last stage of the
amplification chain, but the gain of the amplifier before the SCF filter. This is because
the filter’s (MAX 291) input doesn’t support more than +/- 5.5V, that is Vcc + 10% and
Vss – 10%. So, the AGC loop was designed, such that the maximum output voltage will
be:
Vmax =< 5.5V and the minimum voltage will be: -Vmin>= -5.5V. There is a bilateral
Zener limiter as a supplementary protection measure, at the input of the filter.

Fig.9.8 More detailed Schematic of the AGC block
The signal at the output of the amplifier is split into a positive peak-detector giving the
magnitude level information to the Analog to Digital Converter. The A/DC converts the
analog voltage level into a digital combination at the its output. But the output of the
A/DC is connected to the digital inputs of the PGA block. So, the PGA (programmable
Gain Amplifier) will adapt its gain, according to the digital combination arriving at its
digital inputs.
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b) AGC loop, the positive peak detector
Positive peak detectors (brief theory –[32], page 298,299)
The simplest peak detector can be seen in fig.9.9A, the diode rectifies and the capacitor
maintains the peak. One disadvantage of this circuit is the reduction in the output voltage
due to the forward voltage across the diode. The Op. Amp eliminates this disadvantage in
the fig.9.9 B, because of very high gain in open loop.
Input

D1
DIODE

Out

Input
C1
1uF

U1
IDEAL

D2
DIODE

Out

C2
1uF

Fig.9.9.A Peak Detector with diode and capacitor, and B Peak Detector using an Op
Amp.
In fig.9.9C., a voltage follower is added, with a huge input impedance, thus the load has
no effect upon capacitor voltage.

Fig.9.9.C Classic peak detector with op amps and diode (rectifier and follower)
c) Practical implementation suggested
The schematics from the above figures would work in practice, but the best thing when
implementing a classical circuit is to check for an industrial pr standard application.
From National Semiconductor Data Sheet of the LM 311 Voltage Comparator,
< www.national.com>, among other typical applications, on page 15 can be found the
positive peak detector that was suggested to be used in the given application (AGC loop).
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Fig.9.10 Peak Detector with LM311, typical application from National Semicond
d) About PGA (Programmable Gain Amplifiers)
From a simple variant of AGC, implemented with discrete components, to a sophisticated
variant using the EI-1040 package from Electronic Innovations Corp.
www.designcircuit.com , there are a lot of attractive possibilities of PGAs to be used.
A research has been done among some of the most important manufacturers (National
Semiconductors, Analog Devices, Microchip, Maxim, Linear Technology).
The main differences between manufacturers lie in the way they control the digital
inputs.
For instance, Linear Technology made an option for a small volume, low cost PGA in
an 8 pin, ThinSOT package, that uses three digital input pins, as a parallel bus (G1, G2,
G3) to control the gain of the amplifier.(see the data sheet of LTC 6910-X, from
www.linear.com ). See also [19], page 70.
On the other hand, Analog Devices, Microchip, Maxim and National are using the
flexible SPI serial interface to control the digital gain.
Probably, one of the most attractive, because of its simplicity and efficiency, is MCP6S21
/ 22, from Microchip.( see the data sheet from www.microchip.com ). It is
recommended for prototype applications in medical instrumentation, test equipment and
others. This circuit can be configured for gains from 1V/V to 32V/V, for single supply
applications needing flexible performance. This PGA’s analog functions are programmed
through the SPI Interface using 16-bit words. There are two 8-bit registers to which the
data is send (Instruction Register and Gain Register). These devices are initially
programmed with the Instruction Register set for Nop, and the Gain Register for +1V/V.
As an interesting fact to mention, Analog Devices, has a family of “digital
potentiometers”, AD 523X, intended to replace their mechanical counterparts (the
classical potentiometers), occupying lot of volume, and giving a lot of trouble because of
their limited resolution, poor temperature coefficient, high resistance drift over time, and
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difficulties of remote adjustment. (For details, please check the Analog Devices
Company web site, www.analog.com ). A menu of 16 instructions are providing
functions such as setting the wiper position (W), storing the wiper position, incrementing
/ decrementing by one, incrementing / decrementing by 6dB (logarithmic taper
adjustment).

9.2.2

Decisional block improvements

After trying two versions, a roll over version and a 6 seconds sequence version, for the
Decisional Block, the following improvements are suggested:
1. As a future work, the dsPICs from Microchip Technology (still under development at
this time (September 2003)) would be a nice try. Through a dsPIC:
- the Logic block can be assimilated with the Decisional block, to form a single unit.
- other thresholding methods may be applied (for example, the adaptive thresholding
method from [9]).
“ The newest product of Microchip is the series of DSC (digital signal controllers) or “dsPIC”. A dsPIC is a 16-bit modified Harvard RISC machine, combining the control
advantages of a high performance 16-bit micro-controller, with the high computation
speed of a fully implemented DSP (digital signal processor) to produce a single chip
single instruction stream solution for embedded systems design.” (from Microchip’s web
page: <microchip.com>)
2. Upgrades working with same electronic:
- For the situation when the counter would overflow the possibility of false
triggering will occur, so the following upgrade may be considered: the binary
counter, SN7493, will overflow after its outputs will be all High (or logic”1”). A
NAND gate with four inputs (SN74LS13) will solve the problem. Its output
(pin#6) will be connected to the reset of Monostable 2 (10ms), that is pin#4. The
four inputs NAND gate will receive 1111 for the sixteenth pulse and after this will
freeze on this last combination (since the SN74LS13 gate is resetting the
Monostable, the Counter will receive no more pulses, so will freeze on the last
combination). This will prevent the Counter from overflowing, giving false
information to the PIC MCU.
- The C code can be improved to be more compact, and more efficient.
- Instead of the external oscillator for the 6 seconds sequence (with 555), one of the
three internal timers of the PIC 18F252 can be used (for instance, the timer T0,
would be suitable. It is a 16-bit register (made from two 8-bit registers, TMR0H
(high) and TMR0L (low). It also has a programmable prescaler that is able to
divide up to 256, if the appropriate bits (TOPS 0/1/2) are selected in the T0CON
register. (See pages 104 to 115 from the Data Sheet, at www.microchip.com).
- For the pulse rate reading to be more accurate – that can be improved in adjusting
the 6 seconds sequence during the comparison with an accurate, professional
device.
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9.2.3

Concerning the whole hardware

The best idea is to try to integrate the whole project into a single chip.
Research has to be done through new Integrated Circuits offers, which have embedded
analog blocks (like instrumentation amplifiers) together with the MCUs.
As it was previously mentioned in paragraph 2.7, page 12, Viktor Kremin used the PSoC
CY26443 from Cypress MicroSystems (see Circuit Cellar#155, June 2003). In Crcuit
Cellar #159, October 2003, Cypress Company came out with new offers of PSoC MixedSignal Arrays with M8 Micro-controller. (PSoC is the acronym for Programmable
System on-Chip device).
Cypress is mentioned, because its new PSoC is the winner of the EDN Magazine
Innovation of the Year award. (EDN, like Circuit Cellar, is a Magazine for Electronic
Design). The new circuits are:
CY8C27X, CY8C24X and CY8C22X. The first one is the most “expensive” - $1.99 (!),
the last one costs as low as 69c. Among the features that can be found at
www.cypress.com/ad/psoc-cea1 , I would mention the CEA analog blocks (CEA =
Cypress Enhanced Analog) like:
- rail to rail analog
- instrumentation amplifiers
- low voltage offset
- programmable gain amplifiers
- better stability.

9.3

Statistical Results

a) For the results to be considered in the real world, we have to make measurements
on many people and see if the feature applies for the vast majority of them. A testing
population of 50 people ([9], Results – test population, page 170), selected randomly
from different ethnicity, sex and age. To be accurate in showing the results a Data Base
has to be built holding all important data for this experiment, like: date of collection,
temperature conditions, environmental light conditions, name, age, sex, ethnicity. The
information has to be secured under PIN numbers or identification numbers, such that a
further relation between names and identification numbers would be prevented.
If the percentage of people from the test population on which the experiment succeeds
will be greater than 90%, the idea is working and can be exploited in practice. Otherwise,
new improvements have to complete the design in a manner that will facilitate the
increase of the percentage to the required figure (90% in this case).
b) An interesting test of the liveness feature that was applied for three persons (the
author, the author’s wife and the author’s advisor) consists of repeating the liveness
detection test on the same individual 10 or 20 times to see if the hand geometry reader
and the live detection feature consistently give the same accurate results for the same
person.
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APPENDIX A
A.A1 The Infrared LED emitter
(Copied from www.digikey.com )
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A.A2 Detector - PIN Photodiode, PNZ 334 (Panasonic)
(From the web site: www.digikey.com )
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A.A3 Emitter: Plastic infrared LED – Fairchild Semiconductor
Copied from www.digikey.com .
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A.A4 Reflective photo sensor from Panasonic. CNB 1303
(From www.digikey.com )
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A.A5 Voltage amplifier, micro-power instrumentation amplifier
Burr-Brown INA126 (copied from www.digikey.com )
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A.A6 LCD – from Optrex DMC 20434 – 20 characters X 4 lines
display
(From www.optrex.com )
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A.A7 PIC12F629 – used for the 1KHz oscillator in Analog Block
(IC8)
(From www.microchip.com )
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83

A.A8 PIC18F252 – the” brain” of the Decision block
(From www.microchip.com )
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A.A9 Development tools used
For this project I used MPLAB IDE 6.2 environment and PCW C Compiler IDE, to
write, build the projects and compile. To program I used the EPIC programmer and
software. EPIC tools are not as advanced as MPLAB ICD2, for instance, because they
are not capable of OCP (on-circuit-programming), neither of in-circuit-debugging,
but they are very fast and flexible, with fewer settings to make.

Fig. A.A9.A This is the EPIC programmer from Micro Engineering Labs Inc. It costs
$59.95.

Fig.A.A9B The ZIF Adapter helps for programming PIC’s with more than 18 pins.
There are a lot of adapters that can be used, according to the PIC MCU used. The 40/28pin adapter satisfied our needs perfectly. The EPIC Programmer needs a parallel-parallel
cable that will connect to the LPT1 parallel port of the PC. It also needs a DC adapter,
15V / 500mA, but can be supplied also by two 9V batteries.
The software comes together with the programmer on a floppy disk and is very easy to
install.
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APPENDIX B
A.B1 The Switched Capacitor Filter (SCF)
(See [24])
This appendix is suppose to be a help in understanding the Chapter5, Paragraph 5.4.
Definition: The SCF is a unique class of active filters, used primarily in:
- voice-band communications
- process telephonic signals
- recognition systems
- speech synthesis.
SCF Advantages
- low power consumption
- occupy very little space (all circuit elements (beside the clock) are in the IC chip)
- used for high Q (quality factor, reflecting the sharpness of the curve) design. Uses
cascaded, basic b-quad format active filters, in which the resistors ® are replaced
with SC (switched capacitors).
SCF disadvantage
- inherently noisy. Their noise comes from aliasing in the sampling process (in
reality SCF is an analog sampled data filter) and from the MOS op-amps used,
which are more noisy than BJTs (bipolar junction transistors) or BIFET (JFET +
BJT).
What to do to minimize the noise in SCFs ?
To minimize the noise in the SCFs satisfy the Nyquist criterion for A/D aliasing. The
input signals (for the SCF to function properly) they process must contain no significant
spectral power above one half of the capacitor switching frequency.
SCF basic functionality
As previously stated, SCF is an active filter, using op-amps in which each resistor is
replaced by a MOS capacitor, which is rapidly and synchronously switched by MOS
analog switches. Figure AB1 shows how a pair of MOS transistors as analog switches,
are driven by a two-phase, non-overlapping clock wave-form.
Note: A heuristic analysis of SCFs treats the “switched capacitor” as a resistor.
In Fig.AB1: - Cs is the MOS capacitor;
- Q1, Q2 are MOSFET transistors as analog switches.
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Fig. A.B1: Treating a switched capacitor as a resistor. With red and blue are
represented two-phase clock waveforms to switch the MOS transistor
(From [24])
Explanation for fig. AB1: When F1=1 then Cs charges rapidly to Vs1, through Q1.
After this Q1 blocks (F1=0).
When F2=1 then Q2 connects Cs to Vs2 and complete 1 cycle.
The net charge transferred through Q2 is:
∆q=Cs(Vs1-Vs2);
The current transferred in one clock cycle Tc, is:
Ic=∆q / ∆t = [Cs(Vs1-Vs2)] / Tc = (Vs1-Vs2)/ (1/ fc*Cs)=
= fc*Cs(Vs1-Vs2);
but Ic = (Vs1-Vs2) / Req; then Req = 1/fc*Cs; meaning that the equivalent resistance
depends directly on Cs (the capacitance of the MOS capacitor) and fc=1/Tc, the period of
the cycle.
Example : Req values for various SC values (Cs) and various clock frequencies.
Cs[pF]
0.1
1
10
100

fc1=10e4 Hz
10e9 [Ohms]
10e8
10e7
10e6

fc2=10e5 Hz
10e8
10e7
10e6
10e5

fc3=10e6 Hz
10e7
10e6
10e5
10e4

Observation: While increasing the frequency decrease the Req (equivalent resistance)
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A.B2 Lambert-Beer Law
(From http://www.photometer.com/en/abc/abc_061.htm )
The scientific basis of absorbance measurement relies on the Lambert-Beer Law.
Named after the two scientists J.H. Lambert (1728-1777) and August Beer (1825-1863),
this law states the correlation between the absorbance A, the path length traversed, and
the concentration of the absorbent substance:
A=k*c*d
Where: c- is the concentration, stated in [mol/l]
d – is the path length in [cm]
k – is the relative spectral absorption coefficient ( a substance-specific function of
the wavelength).
If monochromatic light is used in the appropriate concentration range, the Lambert-Beer
Law is reliable with great accuracy. Consequently, the concentration of a substance
dissolved in liquids or gases, can be determined by measuring the absorbance A.

A.B3 Analog and Logic Block PCB design using Eagle 4.1
software

Fig. A.B3 PCB (Printed Circuit Board) built with Eagle 4.11
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The PCB from fig.A.B3 resulted when auto-routing with Eagle 4.11.
Theoretically, after the Schematic is done in software, the “erc” program will tell about
the errors (there is a sort of a compiler, verifying several rules, and finally giving a
report). After getting a no error report, one can switch to the board (from the file menu /
Switch to the board) and you can try either routing yourself (that is recommended for this
kind of complexity) or try the auto-routing procedure, that can work or not, according to
the complexity of the schematic, and the surface of the PCB. Eagle, non-profit version,
will work if you can crowd everything on a 60/80 mm PCB, with no MCU involved.
After routing and being satisfied with the result, the project has to be saved. The Gerber
files were built during the compilation. Once having the Gerber files, a photo-plotter can
be used, or more sophisticated tools.
Another solution is to send the Gerber files (and the Drilling Plan) to a company
specialized in making PCBs, like PCB123 or Express PCB. The PCBs will be artistically
done, usually for an amount of tens of dollars, for a medium complexity. This seems to
be too expensive for prototyping, but not for series production.

A.B4 Decision Block PCB design using Protel software
For Analog and Logic Block PCBs either Circuit Maker or Eagle software were
used. For the Decision Block a more sophisticated software was used: Protel DXP.
Figures A.B4.A and B are showing the Schematic with the electronic connections of the
devices in the block, and the PCB, which is done through the auto-routing method.

Fig.A.B4.A Schematic circuit done with Protel DXP Software
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Fig.A.B4.B PCB auto-routed by Protel DXP Software (blue- bottom layer, red- upper
layer)
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APPENDIX C
A.C1. C code for the 1KHz rectangular oscillator with PIC
12F629
//Musat Crihalmeanu -Thesis Code_C_Analog01
// This program is built to give a rectangular 1KHz
// oscillation as a clock for MAX291 Low Pass SCF.
#include<12F629.h>
#use delay(clock=20000000)
#fuses HS, PUT, MCLR, NOWDT
#define clockload 100
byte seconds, high_count;
int1 toggle = 0;
#INT_RTCC
clock_isr() {
set_rtcc(clockload);
if(toggle == 1)
{toggle = 0;}
else toggle = 1;
output_bit(PIN_A2,toggle);
}
main(){
//high_count=HIGH_START;
setup_counters(RTCC_INTERNAL, RTCC_DIV_16);
set_rtcc(clockload);
enable_interrupts(INT_RTCC);
enable_interrupts(GLOBAL);
while(1);
}

A.C2 C code (short) for the Decision Block, version 1, Roll Over
//Musat Crihalmeanu Thesis C_Code_Decision_01
//This program contains the C code for the first version,
//the Roll Over algorithm, of the Decision Block.
//The CCP1 (capture, compare and PWM) module is used.
//The LCD will display the pulse rate in bpm and the liveness
//resolution
#include <18F452.h>
#use delay(clock=4000000)
#include <lcd.h>
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#include <map.h>
boolean new_pulse = 1;
long time;
float rate;
int beats;
#int_ccp1
void capture_isr() {
if (new_pulse) {
set_timer0(0);
}
else {
time = get_timer0();
}
new_pulse = !new_pulse;
}
main()
{
lcd_init();
set_tris_d(0);
PORTD = 0x00;
T0CON = 0x95; //10010101
// Setup Capture....
setup_ccp1(CCP_CAPTURE_RE);
// setup Interrupts:
enable_interrupts(INT_CCP1);
enable_interrupts(GLOBAL);
beats = 0;
while(TRUE) {
rate =((float) 15625 / (float) time)*60;
if ((rate < 160) && (rate > 40)) {
lcd_gotoxy(1,1);
printf(lcd_putc,"RATE: %3.2f ",rate);
lcd_gotoxy(1,3);
printf(lcd_putc,"Live detected!");
}
else {
lcd_gotoxy(1,1);
printf(lcd_putc, "Don't move hand!");
}
}
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A.C3 C-code for the Decision Block, version 2 (6 seconds
sequence)
//Musat Crihalmeanu Thesis Code_C_Decison02Short
//This program contains a part of the algorithm necessary
//for the resolution of the Decision Block and
//communication with the LCD, version 2.
#include <18F252.h>
#use delay(clock=10000000)
#include <lcd.h>
#include <map.h>
#BYTE port_b=0xF81
BYTE data, rate;
BYTE CONST TABLE[16]= {0x00, 0x0A, 0x14, 0x1E, 0x28, 0x32, 0x3C, 0x46, 0x50,
0x5A, 0x64, 0x6E, 0x78, 0x82, 0x8C, 0x96};
#INT_EXT
void rb0_isr(){
// interrupt service routine
if(input(PIN_B0))
delay_ms(50);
// debounce push-button
output_bit(PIN_C2,0);// start the 6 second sequence
delay_ms(50);
bit_clear(INTCON,1); // reset the flag-bit to reenable int.
}
main()
{
lcd_init();
SET_TRIS_B(0xff);
port_b_pullups(TRUE);
output_bit(PIN_C2,1);
ext_int_edge(H_TO_L);
enable_interrupts(INT_EXT);
enable_interrupts(GLOBAL);
delay_ms(9000);
data=input_b(); // read port B in reg "data"
data=swap(data); // swap high nibble (interesting) with low nibble (non-interesting)
data=data & 0x0F; // need just the low nibble info (4 bits) for rate process.
rate = TABLE[data];
lcd_gotoxy(1,1);
printf(lcd_putc,"RATE: %u bpm",rate);
}
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A.C4 The C code for LCD driver, header file (lcd.h)
struct lcd_pin_map1 {
int data:4;
boolean enable;
boolean rs;
boolean unused1;
boolean unused2;
} lcd;
#byte
lcd = 0xf89
#byte TRISA = 0xf92
#byte ADCON1 = 0xfc1
byte CONST LCD_INIT_STRING[4] = {0x28, 0xc, 1, 6};
byte CONST LCD_LINE_ADDRESSES[4] = {0x00, 0x40, 0x14, 0x54};
void lcd_send_nibble( byte n ) {
lcd.data = n;
delay_cycles(1);
lcd.enable = 1;
delay_us(2);
lcd.enable = 0;
}
void lcd_send_byte( byte address, byte n ) {
delay_ms(2);
lcd.rs = address;
delay_cycles(1);
lcd.enable = 0;
lcd_send_nibble(n >> 4);
lcd_send_nibble(n & 0xf);
}
void lcd_init() {
byte i;
TRISA = 0x00;
ADCON1 = 0x3f;
lcd.rs = 0;
lcd.enable = 0;
delay_ms(15);
for (i=1;i<=3;++i) {
lcd_send_nibble(3);
delay_ms(5);
}
lcd_send_nibble(2);
for (i=0;i<=3;++i)
lcd_send_byte(0,LCD_INIT_STRING[i]);
}
void lcd_gotoxy( byte x, byte y) {
byte address;
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address=lcd_line_addresses[y]+x;
lcd_send_byte(0,0x80|address);
}
void lcd_putc( char c) {
switch (c) {
case '\f' : lcd_send_byte(0,1);
delay_ms(2);
break;
case '\b' : lcd_send_byte(0,0x10); break;
default : lcd_send_byte(1,c); break; }}
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